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KurzfassungEin faszinierendes Problem in der Teilhenphysik ist eine Asymmetrie zwis-hen Materie und Antimaterie, die sih in der so genannten "CP-Verletzung"manifestiert. Innerhalb des Standardmodells wird dieser E�ekt durh dieTheorie der beiden japanishen Physiker Makoto Kobayashi und ToshihideMaskawa beshrieben, die unter anderem auf der Vorhersage einer drittenGeneration von Quarks aufbaute. In diesem Modell wird die elektroshwaheWehselwirkung zwishen up- und down-artigen Quarks mit Hilfe einer 3×3dimensionalen, unitären Matrix beshrieben, der so genannten "CKM Ma-trix", welhe eine komplexe Phase enthält.Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden Hohpräzisionsmessungen des Betrageseines der Matrixelemente der CKM Matrix durhgeführt, welhes als |Vcb|bezeihnet wird und die Stärke der Kopplung zwishen Charm- und Bottom-Quark beshreibt. Die experimentellen Daten wurden durh das Belle Experi-ment in Tsukuba, Japan, aufgezeihnet. Aus den im Detektor nahgewiesenenTeilhenspuren werden zunähst Bottom-Zerfälle der Art B → D∗ℓν rekon-struiert, welhe als "semileptonishe Zerfälle" bezeihnet werden. ℓ stellt einleihtes geladenes Lepton (Elektron oder Myon) dar und sowohl neutraleals auh geladene B Mesonen werden untersuht. Der Impuls des Neutri-nos ist niht direkt bestimmbar, aufgrund der Hermetizität des Detektorskönnen allerdings alle restlihen Teilhenspuren verwendet werden, um denImpuls des ursprünglihen B Mesons zu bestimmen. Durh diesen neuarti-gen Rekonstruktionsansatz können hervorragende Au�ösungen in den betra-hteten kinematishen Gröÿen erzielt werden.Da innerhalb eines Mesons die Ein�üsse aufgrund von Quantenhromody-namik eine wihtige Rolle spielen, ist es äuÿerst wihtig auh diese Prozessezu studieren. Zu diesem Zwek wird eine e�ektive Feldtheorie verwendet, diespeziell für diesen Zwek entwikelt wurde und einen Satz von Formfaktor-parametern (ρ2, R1(1) und R2(1)) einführt. Um die korrekte Trennung vonQCD-E�ekten von jenen des CKM-Matrixelements zu erreihen, werden dieVerteilungen in insgesamt vier Variablen betrahtet. Durh eine numerishei



iiAnpassungsprozedur können sowohl |Vcb| als auh die Formfaktorparametermit hervorragender Genauigkeit bestimmt werden.Die vorläu�gen Resultate der Analyse von Zerfällen von neutralen B0 Meso-nen ergeben, basierend auf ungefähr 69000 rekonstruierten B0 → D∗−ℓ+νℓZerfällen, ρ2 = 1.293 ± 0.045 ± 0.029, R1(1) = 1.495 ± 0.050 ± 0.062,
R2(1) = 0.844 ± 0.034 ± 0.019 und F(1)|Vcb| = 34.4 ± 0.2 ± 1.0 ([1℄). Ausder Analyse von Zerfällen von geladenen B+ Mesonen, basierend auf rund27000 rekonstruierten B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ Ereignissen, ergeben sih die vorläu-�gen Resultate ρ2 = 1.376 ± 0.074 ± 0.056, R1(1) = 1.620 ± 0.091 ± 0.092,
R2(1) = 0.805±0.064±0.036 und F(1)|Vcb| = 35.0±0.4±2.2 ([2℄). Der ersteder angebenen Fehler stellt die statistishe, der zweite die systematishe Un-siherheit dar. Die Resultate der B0 Analyse stellen die momentan präzisesteMessung dieser Parameter dar.



AbstratOne of the fasinating problems in partile physis is an asymmetry be-tween matter and anti-matter, manifested in the the so-alled �CP-violation�.Within the Standard Model, this e�et is being desribed by a theory de-veloped by the two japanese physiists Makoto Kobayashi and ToshihideMaskawa, whih was based in part on the predition of a third generationof quarks. Within this model the eletroweak interation between up- anddown-type quarks is being desribed by a 3 × 3-dimensional matrix, the so-alled �CKM matrix�, whih ontains one omplex phase.This work desribes high preision measurements of the magnitude of one ofthe CKM matrix elements, whih is labeled as |Vcb| and desribes the strengthof the oupling between harm and bottom quark. The experimental datahas been reorded by the Belle experiment in Tsukuba, Japan. From partiletraks reorded by the detetor, deays of the type B → D∗ℓν are beingreonstruted, whih are labeled �semileptoni deays�. ℓ represents a lightharged lepton (eletron or muon) and both harged and neutral B mesonsare being investigated. The momentum of the neutrino annot be determined.However, due to the hermetiity of the detetor we an use all the remainingpartiles to determine the momentum of the original B meson. This novelreonstrution ansatz allows to obtain exellent resolutions in eah of theonsidered kinemati variables.Within a meson, the e�ets of quantum hromodynamis play an importantrole. It is therefore essential to investigate these proesses as well. An e�e-tive �eld theory is being used, whih is spei�ally tailored to this purposeand introdues a set of form fator parameters (ρ2, R1(1) and R2(1)). Toensure the adequate separation of the e�ets of QCD from those of the CKMmatrix element, the distributions of four variables are being investigated. Anumerial �t allows to determine both |Vcb| and the form fator parameterswith exellent preision.The preliminary results of the analysis of B0 deays, based on about 69,000reonstruted B0 → D∗−ℓ+νℓ deays, are ρ2 = 1.293±0.045±0.029, R1(1) =iii



iv
1.495± 0.050± 0.062, R2(1) = 0.844± 0.034± 0.019 and F(1)|Vcb| = 34.4±
0.2±1.0 ([1℄). The analysis of B+ deays, based on about 27,000 reonstruted
B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ events, yields ρ2 = 1.376 ± 0.074 ± 0.056, R1(1) = 1.620 ±
0.091± 0.092, R2(1) = 0.805± 0.064± 0.036 and F(1)|Vcb| = 35.0± 0.4± 2.2([2℄). The �rst of the errors stated above shows the statistial unertainty, theseond error gives the systemati one. The results of the B0 analysis representthe most preise measurement of these parameters whih is available up todate.
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Chapter 1
Introdution

True glory onsists in doing what deserves to be written,in writing what deserves to be read. Pliny the ElderThe study of the deay B → D∗ℓν is an important item on the B physisagenda for many reasons. First, the total rate is proportional to themagnitude of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element Vcbsquared [3℄. We an thus determine this quantity from the measurementof these deays. Seond, B → D∗ℓν is a major bakground for harmlesssemileptoni B deays or semileptoni B deays with large missing energy.A preise knowledge of the form fators of this deay will thus help reduingsystemati unertainties in these analyses.This work ontains the results of two analyses investigating the deays ofneutral and harged B mesons. The experimental data have been reordedwith the Belle experiment situated in Tsukuba, Japan.In the framework of Heavy Quark E�etive Theory (HQET), these deaysare desribed by three form fator parameters, ρ2, R1(1) and R2(1) [4, 5℄along with the fundmental parameter |Vcb| times a form fator normalization
F(1) derived from lattie QCD [6℄. 1



2 Chapter 1. IntrodutionThe analysis of B0 → D∗−ℓ+νℓ deays allows for a very preise determinationof these parameters. Our analysis tehnique follows losely previous studiesof this deay using e+e− → Υ(4S) data [7, 8, 9℄, i.e., we initially reonstrutonly the D∗ meson and the harged lepton, without making any requirementon the other B meson in the event. The main di�erene to earlier analy-ses [7, 8℄ is that we measure the CKM matrix element and all three HQETform fators of this deay simultaneously. Also, by using an enhaned re-onstrution tehnique of the B meson four-momentum, we ahieve a betterresolution in the kinemati variables desribing the B0 → D∗−ℓ+νℓ deay,whih translates into an improved determination of the HQET form fators.The numerous measurements of the B0 mode whih are available are unfor-tunately barely onsistent [10℄, suggesting a hidden systemati unertainty.To shed light on this inonsisteny, we also investigate the related deay
B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ whih arries di�erent experimental systematis. This is alsointeresting beause only few measurements of the B+ mode are available inthe literature [11, 12, 13℄.This work is organized as follows:In Chapter 2 the main motivation of this work is disussed. Preision mea-surements like those by the partile physis experiment Belle at the �B fa-tory� KEKB allow to probe our understanding of the basi underlying physisof CP violation. This e�et plays a major role in our piture of the evolutionof the universe. The analysis of B → D∗ℓν deays allows to extrat one of thefundamental parameters of the Standard Model related to this phenomenon,labeled |Vcb|.In order to extrat these experimental results, the interplay of e�ets due tothe weak interation and those due to Quantum hromodynamis (QCD) hasto be probed. Chapter 3 is devoted to introduing the underlying theoretialframework. The most appropriate approah is to use an e�etive theory,whih is spei�ally tailored to the problems at hand.Chapter 4 is dediated to the experimental setup of the Belle experiment,desribing both the KEKB partile aelerator and the omponents of theBelle detetor.



3 Chapter 1. IntrodutionThe reonstrution proedures, inluding extration of the required deayasade are the topi of Chapter 5. The proedure used to estimate theexpeted bakground is desribed there as well.The �tting proedures used to extrat both |Vcb| and the parameters of theQCD e�ets in terms of form fators is desribed in Chapter 6. Additionallywe present a diret test of the parametrization whih is used in this proedure.The results of these analyses are presented seperately for harged and neutral
B mesons in Chapter 7.Finally the onlusions drawn from the results presented in this work aregiven in Chapter 8.The appendix ontains some additional information on the main �t proedureand desribes its validation.



Chapter 2
Theoretial motivation

There is a single light of siene, and to lighten in any-where is to lighten it everywhere. Isaa Asimov
2.1 SymmetriesOne of the most powerful onepts in modern partile physis is that of sym-metries. Assuming a symmetry holds means that if one knows the behavior ofa given system (say the probability that a partile deays in a given way), onean then transform the system in a partiular fashion and the result remainsthe same. One example for suh a behavior is translation symmetry, whihimplies that physial observables are independent of the system's positionin spae. Translation symmetry is an example of a ontinuous symmetry:in�nitesimal hanges of the system are possible. Aording to Noether's the-orem [14, 15℄, any ontinuous symmetry is related to a globally onservedquantity. E.g translation symmetry implies onservation of momentum andvie versa.Not all transformations an be formulated in a ontinuous way. For example4



5 Chapter 2. Theoretial motivationthe harge onjugation transformation C requires to hange the sign of allinternal quantum numbers, like the eletri harge of a system. These arethe so-alled �disrete� symmetries. Their most important instanes are C,the parity transformation P (where the entire spae oordinate system ismirrored at the origin), and time reversal T (where the time omponent isreversed). Naturally, these transformations an also be ombined. Applyingboth the C and the P transformation to a partile, one hanges the sign ofthe harge, the momentum and the heliity of the system and ends up witha partile arrying the quantum numbers of the anti-partile to the originalsystem. Therefore, applying the ombination of the C and P transformations�reates� the orresponding anti-partile.Symmetry under any of these transformations implies again that observablesdo not hange. If, however, hanges an be observed this is labeled a �violationof the symmetry�.One of the most basi relations in quantum �eld theories, as derived byWolfgang Pauli and proved by Gerhart Lüders ([16, 17℄), states that anytheory ful�lling the requirements,
• loality,
• ausality,
• existene of a stable vauum state (i.e. a lower bound on the Hamilto-nian), and
• invariane with respet to orthohroni Poinaré transformations,will be invariant under the ombinated transformation C, P and T .Nonetheless, eah of these symmetries might be violated individually. To theextent of today's knowledge, eah symmetry is onserved by the quantum�eld theories of eletromagneti and strong interations as well as by gravity,whih is being desribed by the theory of general relativity. The weak inter-ation, on the other hand violates eah transformation: C and P maximally,and CP by about 1%�.



6 Chapter 2. Theoretial motivation2.2 CP violationThe simplest interpretation of partiles and anti-partiles would imply thataside from the di�erent harges there is no distintion whatsoever. In thisnaive piture, the deay rates and other quantities are onserved under a CPtransformation. However this is not the ase, there exists a violation of CPsymmetry.The �rst observation of this violation was based on experimental data of thedeay of neutral kaons. Aording to the quark model, we an onstrut twosuh partiles, K0 (whih is interpreted as a ds̄ ombination) and K̄0 (d̄s).
K0 and K̄0 are eigenstates with respet to the strong interation. In weakinteration, e.g. deays, we see linear ombinations of these partiles. One ofthe neutral kaons has a long mean lifetime, τ = (5.116± 0.020)× 10−8s [18℄;it is therefore labeled the �K long� (KL). The other one, the �K short� or
KS, has a muh shorter mean lifetime, τ = (0.8958 ± 0.0005) × 10−10s [18℄.The dominant deay modes of these states are KL → πππ and KS → ππ.These �nal states arry well-de�ned CP eigenvalues of −1 (πππ) and +1(ππ). Therefore it was originally assumed that KL and KS are idential tothe CP eigenstates of the system of neutral kaons, labeled with K1 and K2.This would mean that with respet to the weak interation KL and KS de�nethe most appropriate basis, wheras for the strong interation it is formed by
K0 and K̄0.In 1964 Christensen, Cronin, Fith and Turley showed that the deay KL →
ππ exists [19℄, with a relative branhing ratio of B(KL → ππ)/B(KL →
πππ) ∼ 10−3. A �branhing ratio�, denoted by B(X → Y ), gives the relativefrequeny of the deay of the partile X to the �nal state Y 1. Cronin andFith were awarded the Nobel Prize in Phyis in 1980 for this disovery.Interpreting this result might imply two possibilities. Either KL and KS arenot exatly the CP eigenstates of the system, but simply �very lose� to the1The branhing ratio an be alulated from the deay width of a proess by B(X →
Y ) = Γ(X → Y )/Γtot, where Γtot is the total deay width and Γ(X → Y ) is the partialdeay width related to the proess X → Y .



7 Chapter 2. Theoretial motivationreal eigenstates K1 and K2. In this ase relations like
KL ≈ K1 + ǫK2, (2.1)
KS ≈ K2 + ǫK1, (2.2)would hold, with ǫ ∼ 10−3. The CP -violating deay KL → ππ ould sim-ply be due to the small admixture of the K2 omponent and thus be theresult of an inadequate hoie of the basis. This is labeled the �indiret CPviolation�. Alternatively, the seond possibility would be that indiret CP -violation is not enough to explain the experimental data. In this ase onewould atually see the CP -violating deay K1 → ππ, whih is labeled as�diret CP -violation�.Models like the superweak theory, whih introdued a �fth fundamental fore,tried to explain CP -violation in the kaon setor as a purely indiret one.Experimental results by highly speialized preision experiments, like NA48at CERN and KTeV at Fermilab, did however prove the existene of diret

CP -violation.2.3 The origin of the universeThe most exiting impliation one an draw from CP violation omes frominvestigating a osmologial question.Aording to urrent osmologial models, the initial state of the universewas a dense hot state, whih expanded rapidly. This is usually labeled the�Big bang�. This initial state had zero net harges, and there is no evidenewhih would suggest an exess of either quarks or anti-quarks. Rather, itonsisted purely of energy. In these extreme onditions, pairs of quarks andanti-quarks as well as pairs of leptons and anti-leptons were produed withenormous rates and immediately annihilated again into photons. When theuniverse ooled during the expansion and the average temperature droppedbelow a ertain, so-alled �ritial� temperature Tc, the average energy wastoo low for ontinued spontaneous reation of new partiles. The annihilation



8 Chapter 2. Theoretial motivationof matter and anti-matter was no longer ountered by pair prodution andall the hadrons would soon have annihilated ompletely again2.Thus, if the assumption that matter and anti-matter deay in exatly thesame way would hold, the universe would only onsist of the photons re-ated in these annihilations after the big bang. Obviously, this is not the ase;at least some matter still remains. In fat one �nds a very small value whenomparing the amount of matter with the amount of photons in the universe,however, this fator is still �nite (for example, the WMAP satellite experi-ment found that the density of photons in the osmi mirowave bakgroundexeeds the density of baryons by a fator of about 1010). For the big pitureof the evolution of the universe to be onsistent, we therefore have to be ableto explain an exess of baryons over anti-baryons.In 1966, the russian physiist Andrei Sakharov stated three riteria for theourrene of �Baryogensis�, that is the development of some exess of matterover anti-matter in the ourse of the expansion of the universe. These riteriaare that
• the universe must not be in a thermal equilibrium,
• the onservation of baryon number must be violated and an at bestbe only be an approximate onservation and
• both C and CP symmetries must be violated.Eah of these riteria poses a fasinating question and topi in modernphysis. The mehanism of CP -violation an be diretly probed in laboratoryonditions, for example in partile ollider experiments.2The same is true of leptons, where the ritial temperature is lower than for hadrons.



9 Chapter 2. Theoretial motivation2.4 The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)mehanismThe experiment by Christensen, Cronin, Fith and Turlay showed the ex-istene of CP violation in nature. The Sakharov onditions stress the im-portane of this result in terms of the big piture of the evolution of theuniverse itself. However, within the framework of partile physis the ques-tion is, whether one an understand the existene of CP violation withinthe urrent theories. If one has to add further theoretial assumptions, therehave to be testable preditions, whih an be ompared with experimentaldata.The Standard Model of partile physis, as it presented itself during the1960s when CP violation was found, did not inorporate any CP violation.At this time only 3 quarks were known (the u, d and s quarks). In 1970, theharm quark (c) was predited by the GIM-mehanism [20℄, however even theStandard model desribing four quark kinds did not ontain CP violation.In 1973, Kobayashi Makoto and Toshihide Maskawa developed ideas byNiola Cabibbo further, in order to give a formalism to CP -violation withina spei�ally enhaned Standard Model [3℄. Cabibbo had introdued theonept of �weak mixing� in order to explain strange quark deays into upquarks [21℄. The mass eigenstates of the quarks are not idential to the weakinteration eigenstates, a fat whih has already been mentioned above in thedisussion of neutral kaons. Cabibbo theorized that this behavior an be in-terpreted in terms of a rotation, suh that one an write the weak eigenstatesas e.g. (

uw

dw

)

=

(

um

dm cos θc + sm sin θc

)

, (2.3)where xw and xm denote the eigenstates of the weak interations and themass eigenstates, respetively. θc is the so-alled Cabibbo angle. This ideawas also the basis of the GIM-mehanism [20℄, adding
(

cw

sw

)

=

(

cm

sm cos θc − dm sin θc

)

. (2.4)



10 Chapter 2. Theoretial motivationIn their paper [3℄, Kobayashi and Maskawa disuss various approahes howto desribe CP -violation in a framework ontaining four quarks, but �nallyonlude that the only solution is to onsider the existene of a total of sixquark types, grouped in three generations. In suh a framework, the weakmixing an be interpreted as the rotation related to a three-times-three uni-tary matrix, whih is alled the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.The postulated new quarks, alled the �bottom� or �beauty� quark b and the�top� or �truth� quark t, have been found experimentally in 1977 and 1995,respetively.Starting from the assumption by Kobayashi and Maskawa, one an write theharge urrent interation in the Lagrangian of the theory as,
−LW± =

g√
2

ūLi Vij dRj W+
µ + h.c. (2.5)Up-type quarks u are oupled to down-type quarks d and the W boson.However, there is no onstraint that suh ouplings an only our withinone generation. The CKM matrix elements Vij mix the three generations.The matrix an be written in the widely used Wolfenstein parametrization([22℄) as

V =






Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb




 ≈






1 − λ2

2
λ Aλ3(ρ − iη)

−λ 1 − λ2

2
Aλ2

Aλ3(1 − ρ − iη) Aλ2 1




 ,(2.6)where λ, ρ and η are the Wolfenstein parameters, and λ ≈ 0.2 orrespondsto sin θc. While this parametrization is only an approximation, it allows toestimate the size of the CKM matrix elements. The modulus of eah of thediagonal elements is lose to 1, so the oupling between quarks of the samegeneration will dominate. However, the ouplings to the other generations arenot zero, they are simply very small. An exat representation of this omplexmatrix is to use three Euler angles, whih an desribe any rotation, and one



11 Chapter 2. Theoretial motivationomplex phase: [23℄
V =






1 0 0

0 cy sy

0 −sy cy











cz 0 sze
−iφ

0 1 0

−sze
−iφ 0 cz











cy sy 0

−sy cy 0

0 0 1




 =

=






cxcz sxcz sze
−iφ

−sxcy − cxsysze
iφ cxcy − sxsysze

iφ sycz

sxsy − cxcysze
iφ −cxsy − sxcysze

iφ cycz




 , (2.7)where ca ≡ cos θa and sa ≡ sin θa. The omplex phase is the only soure of

CP -violation within the Kobayashi-Maskawa theory.The extension of Eq. 2.3 and 2.4 is the de�ntion of the weak eigenstates byan rotation of the mass eigenstates,





dw

sw

bw




 =






Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb











dm

sm

bm




 , (2.8)where xw denotes a weak eigenstate and xm a mass eigenstate. With theosine terms in Eq. 2.7 being lose to unity and the sine terms being O(0.1)or smaller, Eq. 2.3 and 2.4 are exellent approximations for the �rst two weakeigenstates.Sine Vij desribes a rotation, it has to be unitary,

V × V + = 13×3;
∑

i

VijV
+
jk = δik, ∀i, k (2.9)where 13×3 is the three-times-three unit matrix, and δij is the Kronekerdelta. From these relations one an therefore infer equations whih have tobe satis�ed if the theory of Kobayashi and Maskawa is orret. One of thoseis

V ∗
ubVud + V ∗

cbVcd + V ∗
tbVtd = 0. (2.10)Interpreted geometrially, as shown in Fig. 2.1, these relations are labeledthe �unitary triangles�, and testing them is the main aim of the preisionexperiments Belle at KEK (Tsukuba, Japan), and BaBar at SLAC (Stanford,



12 Chapter 2. Theoretial motivation

Figure 2.1: The unitary triangle whih is related to the equation V ∗
ubVud +

V ∗
cbVcd +V ∗

tbVtd = 0. The basis of the triangle has been normalized to 1. Thereexist two nomenlatures for the angles, both of whih are indiated in the�gure.USA). The sides and angles of this triangle an be measured independentlyfrom eah other. If the theory of Kobayashi and Maskawa were wrong, thenthese di�erent measurements would report inompatible results.Fig. 2.2 shows the ombination of all urrently available measurements ofparts of the unitary triangle [24℄. There is one region whih is ompatiblewith all these results and, even more, it is exatly one region, so there is noambiguity in the interpretation. The onlusion from these results is that thetheory of Kobayashi and Maskawa desribes the phenomena of CP -violationwhih have been found up until now. Possible deviations from the preditionsof the theory are of the order of 10%. Beause of this onlusion, Kobayashiand Maskawa were awarded half the Nobel prize in physis in 2008.2.5 Semileptoni b deaysDeays of the kind b → cW−, W− → ℓ−ν̄ are exellent probes to determinethe value of the modulus of Vcb, |Vcb|. This value ontributes to the length ofthe basis of the unitary triangle or, if one normalizes that to 1, to the lengthsof the other two legs of the triangle, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Measuring it withhigh preision is therefore of utmost importane.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of various measurements of the unitary triangle,ompiled by the CKM�tter group [24℄. The tip of the shown triangle (solidblak) gives the average of of all the measurements, the red shaded areadepits the one sigma range of this average. The other olored areas give theresults one an infer from single measurements.
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Figure 2.3: Quark-level Feynman diagram for the deays B0 → D∗−ℓ+ν and
B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+ν.These deays are dominated by tree level ontributions, whih are shown inFig. 2.3 for the transitions B0 → D∗−ℓ+ν and B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+ν3. As given inEq. 2.5, the Lagrangian of the interation between b and c is linear in theCKM matrix elements Vcb. On tree level, the probability of this proess toour is proportional to |Vcb|2. Determining the total number of B mesonsprodued and the number of B → D∗ℓ+ν deays observed would in priniplebe su�ient to determine a value of |Vcb|. As will be disussed in Chapter 3the situation is more ompliated due to QCD e�ets.Two approahes of measurements of |Vcb| based on semileptoni deays exist.Either one does not spei�ally searh for one spei� meson ontaining a
c meson reated in b → cℓν deays. Rather, only the lepton is searhed forand investigated. This is the so-alled �inlusive� ansatz. In the �exlusive�approah, the harm meson is also reonstruted and analyzed. The workpresented here onentrated on exlusive analyses.2.6 Open questionsWhile the overall suess of the CKM-mehanism is stunning, both on thetheoretial and the experimental side, CP -violation annot yet be onsideredas being ompletely investigated.The major question with respet to the evolution of the universe an de�-3Charge onjugation is implied throughout this work.



15 Chapter 2. Theoretial motivationnitely not be answered on basis of the CP -violation explained by the CKMmehanism alone. The urrently known proesses would only allow for a ra-tio of baryon density to photon density of nB

nγ
∼ 10−20. As mentioned above,the WMAP exeriment reported nB

nγ
= (5.1+0.3

−0.2) × 10−10, whih amounts to adeviation by a fator of 1010.Also, while the auray of the experimental measurements in the CKMsetor is very high, experimental questions remain.For example, various measurements of |Vcb| are available, but do not showperfet agreement with eah other. The inlusive and exlusive approahesto extrat |Vcb| yield results whih di�er by about 2.5 standard deviations,meaning that this an barely be explained by a statistial �utuation [10℄.Also within the exlusive analyses, the results barely agree with eah other.One possible explanation would be a misrepresentation of some systematiunertainty.These fats imply that an improved measurement, whih is even more au-rate than the already existing ones, an yield important results.



Chapter 3
Heavy quark e�etive theory

A designer knows he has ahieved perfetion not whenthere is nothing left to add, but when there is nothingleft to take away. Antoine de Saint-ExupryAs desribed above, the investigation of the weak deay of b quarks is apowerful tool to investigate fundamental parameters of the Standard model,the CKM matrix elements. This work enters on the analysis of the deay
b → cW−, whih yields the parameter |Vcb|. Due to the e�et of on�nementpresent in QCD we annot investigate free quarks, but only bound stateslike baryons or mesons. In the deay of these partiles, the weak interation,like it is desribed by the Kobayashi-Maskawa mehanism, is not a prioriseparated from the e�ets of strong interation between the quarks. It istherefore imperative to orretly onsider the impliations of QCD in orderto be able to derive |Vcb|. In the system of a B meson, whih onsists of a b̄anti-quark and either an u or a d quark1, the most powerful ansatz to do so isto use an e�etive theory, spei�ally tailored for the needs of this question,the so-alled Heavy Quark E�etive Theory (HQET).1Throughout this work, harge onjugated states are impliitely onsidered as well.16



17 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theory3.1 General ideaThe presentation of the theoretial framework given here will not onentrateon the intriate tehnial problems assoiated with the derivation of theformalism, but will rather fous on the broad impliations. More detailedinformation an be found in various reviews of this topi, like Ref. [4, 25℄.The main idea is a series of steps as follows: In the system of a B meson, we�nd a rather heavy onstituent (the b̄ anti-quark) and a light one (the u or
d quark). The situation thus is not entirely unlike the hydrogen atom. Therethe �rst ansatz is to assume an in�nite mass of the nuleus and onsideronly the degrees of freedom assoiated with the eletron. Similarly, if we let
mb → ∞, all dependeny on the �avor of the heavy quark vanishes and manyresults are invariant under �avor transition. Thus a new symmetry arises inthis approximation, whih is alled the �Heavy quark symmetry�. The hangeof the �avor of the heavy quark is exatly the feature of a weak deay of the
B meson. In order to derive more aurate relations, this naive ansatz an beenhaned by onsidering a Taylor expansion of the full theory in 1/mb andinvestigating more than just the leading term.All e�ets due to QCD are onsidered in terms of so-alled form fators, whihare one-dimensional funtions. The shape of these funtions is not �xed byHQET, in priniple a huge set of funtions might be possible. Therefore thisformulation is not su�ient for use in an experimental proedure, one �rsthas to limit the number of variables to a �nite set. This is done by onsideringa set of dispersion relations.3.2 Heavy quark symmetryAs in all quantum �eld theories, the oupling onstant of QCD depends onthe momentum transfer Q2 between the interating partiles. The e�etiveoupling onstant an be parametrized as

αs(Q
2) =

g2
eff(Q

2)

4π
=

12π

(33 − 2nf) ln
(
Q2/Λ2

QCD

) . (3.1)
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nf gives the number of generations of fundamental fermions (i.e. quarks),in the theory. Aording to the theory of Kobayashi and Maskawa as wellas various experimental investigations this number equals 3. The fator of
(33− 2nf ) in the denominator is due to the non-Abelian struture of SU(3),the olor gauge group of QCD. Unlike the photon, the gluons arry hargeand therefore ouple to themselves in loops. This is also the reason for thefundamental di�erene in the behavior of the oupling onstants of QuantumEletrodynamis and QCD. While the former rises with rising momentumtransfer, αs beomes smaller (as long as nf < 33/2).This unique feature of QCD is alled asymptoti freedom [26, 27℄. In thedomain of high momentum transfer the strong interation is perturbativeand an be probed very similar to the eletromagneti interation. For small
Q2 on the other hand the oupling onstant beomes large and a perturbativeapproah is no longer feasible. This fundamental di�erene in behavior de�nesthe sale assoiated with perturbative QCD, ΛQCD.The typial size of hadrons is usually given as Rhad ∼ 1/ΛQCD ∼ 1fm, thus
ΛQCD ≈ 0.2GeV2. A quark with mass far above this sale, mQ ≫ ΛQCD,is labeled a heavy quark. Using this dition, the quarks of the StandardModel (SM) are divided into two lasses, the heavy quarks (c, b, and t) andthe light ones (u, d and s). Between heavy quarks the e�etive oupling αsis small, sine the Compton wavelength

λQ ∼ 1/mQ (3.2)is small as well.For systems omposed of both heavy and light onstituents this is not thease. Sine the size of e.g. B mesons is again roughly Rhad, the momenta ex-hanged within suh a system are typially of the order ΛQCD and thus largewith respet to the light quarks. The on�guration of the light onstituentsinterating with the heavy quarks is therefore not trivial, but rather a om-pliated ensemble of light quarks and gluons whih is sometimes labeled asthe �brown muk� [28℄.2The use of natural units, c = ~ = 1, is implied.



19 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theoryHowever, with respet to the heavy quark, the piture an be simpli�ed. Withits Compton wavelength being muh smaller than Rhad, a hard probe withat least Q2 ∼ m2
Q would be needed to give rise to a sizable interation. Thelight quarks are therefore predominantly in�uened by the olor �eld. In therest frame of the heavy quark it is atually only the olor-eletri �eld, whihleads to an interation with the light onstituents. In the limit mQ → ∞,systems with di�erent �avor of the heavy quark an still be desribed by thesame system of light degrees of freedom. This is the so-alled �heavy quarksymmetry� [28℄.3.3 E�etive theory for mQ → ∞The setion above ontained some qualitative statements on the behavior ofheavy quarks. In order to be able to derive more general impliations thederivation of an e�etive Lagrangian is needed. For mQ → ∞ we essentially�nd the leading term of a Taylor expansion of the full Feynman rules of QCD.As written above, within a hadron the momenta exhanged between a heavyquark Q and light onstituents are muh smaller than it's mass mQ. Due tothe large di�erene in mass, it is a good approximation to equal the veloityof the heavy quark with that of the hadron,

~vQ ≈ ~vhad.The momentum an be given as
pµ

Q = mQvµ + kµ, (3.3)where the �residual momentum� kµ is of the order ΛQCD and small omparedto mQvµ. vµ is the four-veloity of the hadron, satisfying vµvµ = v2 = 1.Let us now onsider the ase of a very heavy quark by onsidering the limit
mQ → ∞, with v and k �xed. This simpli�es the Feynman rules of thesystem.



20 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theoryThe heavy quark propagator an be written as [4, 28℄
i

/pQ
− mQ

=
i

v · k
/v + 1

2
+ O(1/mQ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

→0

. (3.4)In the limit mQ → ∞, only one part remains. Similarly, the vertex rule ofthe full theory, igTaγ
µ, beomes [4, 28℄
igTaγ

µ → igTav
µ + O(1/mqH )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

→0

. (3.5)As usual in quantum �eld theories, these rules have to be obtainable as thederivative of a Lagrangian. The expression [4, 28℄
Leff = H̄vivDHv = H̄v(iv

µ∂µ + gTav
µAa

µ)Hv, (3.6)ful�lls this requirement, where D is the ovariant derivative and the e�etiveheavy quark �eld Hv(x) is de�ned as the approximation [29℄
Q(x) ≈ e−imQ v·x Hv(x). (3.7)The heavy quark �eld Hv(x) is onstrained to satisfy

/vHv(x) = Hv(x). (3.8)Eq. 3.6 gives the Lagrangian of the HQET under the ondition mQ → ∞ [28,29, 30℄.It is an approximation of the full Lagrangian of QCD and does not yet inludeany orretions due to �nite quark mass. Detailed disussions have been thetopi of several reviews over the last deades [4, 25℄.



21 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theory3.4 Weak deays of in�nitely heavy mesonsThis mass independent setup an already be used to investigate some of theproperties of the weak deay of heavy mesons [28℄. Let {|M(v)〉} be the setof meson states, eah ontaining one heavy quark Q and one light one q. vdenotes the mesons four-veloity and therefore ful�lls vµvµ = 1. These statesare normalized aording to
〈M(ṽ)|M(v)〉 = 2v0, (2π)3δ3(~p − ~̃p), (3.9)whih is a mass independent normalization presription. When onsideringthe limit mQ → ∞, the heavy degrees of freedom vanish and the light degreesof freedom haraterize any state |M(v)〉 ompletely.Elasti sattering of a pseudo salar meson, P (v) → P (ṽ) at a time t0,an be desribed as follows. For t < t0, the light degrees of freedom de�nethe initial state, whih is some on�guration around a heavy olor souremoving with veloity v. The mean veloity of the light onstituents will beequal to this quantity, 〈vl〉 = v. The elasti sattering at t = t0 is induedby an external vetor urrent oupled to the heavy quark. E�etively, thissattering instantaneously replaes the olor soure H(v) with one movingwith a di�erent veloity, H(ṽ). This however means that at t = t0 + ǫ thelight onstituents are traveling in the olor �eld of a soure whih is boostedrelative to their rest frame. This leads to the exhange of soft gluons, whihrearrange the light degrees of freedom suh that a �nal state meson movingwith veloity ṽ appears. For v = ṽ the frames naturally oinide and there isno hange at all, for all other veloities one �nds a form fator suppression.In the limit mQ → ∞, this form fator is the so-alled �Isgur-Wise funtion�and depends only on the Lorentz boost γ = vµṽ

µ. It also governs the weakdeay of mesons in the limit mQ → ∞, as an be derived as follows [28℄.Let us denote a pseudosalar meson moving with a veloity v and ontaining aheavy quark Q with P and one moving with veloity ṽ ontaining a di�erentheavy quark Q̃ with P̃ . The heavy quark �elds, as de�ned in Eq. 3.7, aredenoted by Hv and H̃ṽ respetively.



22 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theoryThe heavy meson-heavy meson transition element 〈P̃ |H̃ṽγµHv|P 〉 is of thegeneral form [28℄
〈P̃ (ṽ)|H̃ṽγµHv|P (v)〉 = f+(vν ṽ

ν) [v + ṽ]µ + f−(vν ṽ
ν) [v − ṽ]µ . (3.10)The funtions f± depend on the produt of the meson four-veloities and arethe form fators assoiated with the deay.The light degrees of freedom of the initial quark arry momenta of the or-der vΛQCD, those of the �nal quark momenta of the order ṽΛQCD. Thesquared invariant momentum transfer experiened by the light degrees offreedom is therefore of the order

q2 ≈ Λ2
QCD(vµṽ

µ − 1), (3.11)whih is small ompared to the heavy quark mass as long as vµṽµ is of theorder of unity.In Eq. 3.8 we onstrained the heavy quark �eld to ful�ll /pHv(x) = Hv(x),
H̄/p = H̄v(x), where /p = γµp

µ. If we ontrat both sides of Eq. 3.10 with
(v − ṽ)µ we �nd

〈P̃ (ṽ)|H̃ṽHv − H̃ṽHv|P (v)〉 = 0 =

= f+ [v + ṽ]µ [v − ṽ]µ + f− [v − ṽ]µ [v − ṽ]µ ,

= f+ [1 + ṽµvµ − vµṽµ − 1]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+f− [1 − ṽµvµ − vµṽ
µ + 1]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

6=0

, (3.12)where we used vµvµ = ṽµṽ
µ = 1 and therefore

f− = 0. (3.13)For v = ṽ and thus vµṽµ = 1, Eq. 3.10 gives the matrix element of a onservedurrent assoiated with heavy quark symmetry, with the µ = 0 omponentbeing related to a generator of the symmetry. From this one obtains thenormalization [31, 32, 33, 34℄,
f+(1) = 1. (3.14)



23 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theoryThe interpretation of this normalization is simply that in ase of equal velo-ity in the initial and the �nal state, the light onstituents do not experieneany hange in the olor �eld and are therefore unhanged. This kinematipoint is labeled as �zero reoil�, sine the rest frames of the two mesons o-inide. As one an see, only one single form fator governs the transition
P → P̃ . It is often labeled the Isgur-Wise funtion and denoted with ξ in theliterature.3.5 Di�erential deay widths for �nite quarkmassIf one is interested in the transition between heavy mesons where also a spin�ip ours, the piture beomes more ompliated. Of partiular interest isthe deay of a pseudosalar meson P into a vetor meson V and a W boson.Here, the W ouples to the di�erene of vetor and axial vetor urrents,
V − A. There is urrently no theoretial argument whih allows to derivethis partiular behavior, however no experimental evidene of a deviationhas been found up until now. In this ase one has to investigate two matrixelements here, 〈V (ṽ, ǫ)|H̃ṽγµHv|P (v)〉 and 〈V (ṽ, ǫ)|H̃ṽγµγ5Hv|P (v)〉, where ǫis the polarization vetor for V and γ5 = γ1γ2γ3γ4.Considering the e�etive three-body deay P → V ℓν, the hadroni urrenthas the general form ([4, 25, 35℄),

〈V (pV , ǫ)|V µ − A|P (pP )〉 =
2iǫµναβ

mP + mV

ǫ∗ν(pV )α(pP )βV (q2)

− (mP + mV )ǫ∗µA1(q
2) +

ǫ∗ · q
mP + mV

(pP + pV )µA2(q
2)

+ 2mV
ǫ∗ · q
q2

qµA3(q
2) − 2mV

ǫ∗ · q
q2

qµA0(q
2), (3.15)where qµ = pµ

P − pµ
V , A3(q

2) = mP +mV

2mV
A1(q

2) − mP−mV

2mV
A2(q

2) and A0(0) =

A3(0). Eah term is linear in the polarization vetor ǫ. In ase of ℓ being alight harged lepton, either an eletron or a muon, terms proportional to qµare nearly negligible. For mℓ → 0, therefore three form fators ompletely



24 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theorydesribe the proess P → V ℓν,
lim

mℓ→0
〈V (pV , ǫ)|V µ − A|P (p)〉 ≈ 2iǫµναβ

mP + mV
ǫ∗ν(pV )α(pP )βV (q2)

− (mP + mV )ǫ∗µA1(q
2) +

ǫ∗ · q
mP + mV

(pP + pV )µA2(q
2).(3.16)

A1(q
2) and A2(q

2) an be assoiated with the exhange of a partile withquantum numbers JP = 1+ and V (q2) with JP = 1−.If one additionally onsiders the onseutive deay of V into two pseudosalars, V → P1P2, a set of four independent kinemati variables desribesthe kinematis of the deay. One is the momentum transfer q2, whih equalsthe mass of the virtual W meson mediating the semileptoni deay of themeson P . Often a funtion of q2 is used,
w =

mP + mV − q2

2mPmV
=

pP · pV

mP mV
,

dw

dq2
= − 1

2mP mV
, (3.17)where pP and pV are the four-momenta of the P and V mesons. In the restframe of the P meson, this expression simpli�es and beomes w = EV /mV =

γV . This is simply the Lorentz boost between the P and the V rest frames.Additionally, a set of three angles as shown in Fig. 3.1 is used, {θℓ, θV , χ}. θℓis measured in the rest frame of the W boson, it is the polar angle betweenthe harged lepton ℓ and the diretion opposite to the spatial momentumof the vetor meson V . Similarly, θV is de�ned in the V rest frame. It givesthe polar angle between the meson P1 and the diretion opposite to the Wboson. Whether P1 or P2 are hosen is arbitrary, as long as one ignores the lastvariable, χ. As skethed in Fig. 3.1, this parameter gives the angle betweenthe plane de�ned by the deay of the W boson and the plane de�ned bythe deay of the V meson. The orientation of the planes has to be de�nedonsistently with the hoie of whether P1 or P2 are used to de�ne θV toensure the orret alulation of the sign of χ.In our partiular ase, the initial meson P is a B meson, V is a D∗, P1 a D0and P2 a π. Fig. 3.1 shows this nomenlature.In order to simplify the physial interpretation of the hadroni urrent shown
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Figure 3.1: De�nition of the angles θℓ, θV and χ. It is equally valid for boththe deays B0 → D∗−ℓ+νℓ, D∗− → D̄0π−
s and B− → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ, D̄∗0 → D̄0π0

s .



26 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theoryin Eq. 3.16, it is sometimes advisable to de�ne the so-alled heliity ampli-tudes H0, H+ and H−. In this interpretation, one separates the matrix ele-ment in omponents assoiated with a heliity of 0, +1 or -1 of the V andthe W , respetively. The equations, whih relate the axial-vetor and vetorform fators to the heliity amplitudes are [25℄
H0(q

2) =
(m2

P − m2
V − q2) (mP + mV )

2mV

√

q2
A1(q

2)−4
m2

P p2
V

2mV

√

q2 (mP + mV )
A2(q

2),(3.18)and
H±(q2) = (mP + mV )A1(q

2) ∓ 2mP mV

mP + mV
V (q2). (3.19)With these de�nitions, the di�erential deay rate an be expressed as a fun-tion of the heliity amplitudes ([25℄, [36℄, [37℄),

d4Γ(P → V ℓν, V → P1P2)

dq2d cos θV d cos θℓdχ
=

3

8(4π)4
G2

F |Vq′Q|2
pV q2

m2
P

B(V → P1P2)

×
{

(1 − η cos θℓ)
2 sin2 θV |H+(q2)|2 +

+ (1 + η cos θℓ)
2 sin2 θV |H−(q2)|2 +

+ 4 sin2 θℓ cos2 θV |H0(q
2)|2 −

− 4η sin θℓ(1 − η sin θℓ) sin θV cos θV cos χH+(q2)H0(q
2) +

+ 4η sin θℓ(1 + η sin θℓ) sin θV cos θV cos χH−(q2)H0(q
2) −

− 2 sin2 θℓ sin2 θV cos 2χH+(q2)H−(q2)
}

, (3.20)where pV is the magnitude of the three-momentum of V in the rest frame of
P and B(V → P1P2) gives the branhing ratio of the deay V → P1P2.Within the framework of HQET, one usually gives all equations in terms ofone form fator hA1

(w) and two form fator ratios R1(w) and R2(w), whihare de�ned as,
V (w) =

R1(w)

R∗2
2

w + 1
A1(w) , (3.21)

A2(w) =
R2(w)

R∗2
2

w + 1
A1(w) . (3.22)



27 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theoryThe funtion hA1
(w) is de�ned as

hA1
(w) =

1

R∗
2

w + 1
A1(w) . (3.23)Using these nomenlatures, the heliity amplitudes beome ([1, 2, 9℄),

Hi(w) = mB
R∗(1 − r2)(w + 1)

2
√

1 − 2wr + r2
hA1

(w)H̃i(w) , (3.24)where
H̃∓ =

√
1 − 2wr + r2

(

1 ±
√

w−1
w+1

R1(w)
)

1 − r
, (3.25)

H̃0 = 1 +
(w − 1)(1 − R2(w))

1 − r
, (3.26)with R∗ = (2

√
mP mV )/(mV + mV ) and r = mV /mP .Eq. 3.20 then beomes [25℄

d4Γ(P → V ℓ+νℓ)

dwd(cos θℓ)d(cos θV )dχ
=

6mP m2
V

8(4π)4

√
w2 − 1(1 − 2wr + r2)G2

F |Vcb|2 ×

×
{

(1 − cos θℓ)
2 sin2 θV H2

+(w) + (1 + cos θℓ)
2 sin2 θV H2

−(w)

+ 4 sin2 θℓ cos2 θV H2
0 (w) − 2 sin2 θℓ sin2 θV cos 2χH+(w)H−(w)

− 4 sin θℓ(1 − cos θℓ) sin θV cos θV cos χH+(w)H0(w)

+ 4 sin θℓ(1 + cos θℓ) sin θV cos θV cos χH−(w)H0(w)
}

. (3.27)
GF is the fermi onstant, GF = (1.16637± 0.00001) × 10−5GeV−2 [18℄.The angular distributions are a diret result of the kinematis of the deay[25℄. For example, in ase both the V and the W arry heliity +1, the angulardistribution of the harged lepton emitted in the W deay is proportional tothe Wigner d-funtion,

d1
λW ,λℓ−λν

(θℓ) = d1
1,−1(θℓ) =

1 − cos θℓ

2
. (3.28)



28 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theoryand the angular distribution of the P1 meson in the V rest frame is given by
d1

λV ,λP1
−λP2

(θV ) = d1
1,0(θV ) = −sin θV√

2
. (3.29)The two equations 3.28 and 3.29 explain the θℓ and θV dependeny of theterm proportional to |H+(w)|2 in Eq. 3.27.The one-dimensional di�erential deay rate as a funtion of w an be obtainedfrom Eq. 3.27 by integration over the angular variables and is
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, (3.31)and G(w) is a known phase spae fator,
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. (3.32)3.6 Parametrization of the form fatorsAs stated before, the exatly de�ned form fator in the heavy-quark limit, theIsgur-Wise funtion ξ(w), has to be orreted in realisti systems by terms inorder of powers ΛQCD/mb. At minimal w, lattie QCD an be used to obtainthe normalization F(1). Therefore |Vcb| an be obtained by extrapolation ofmeasured di�erential deay rates to w = 1.Sine extrapolation neessarily leads to large systemati unertainties, it isadvisable to onstrain the shape of the form fators. In this ase, the ex-trapolation is essentially obtained impliitly via determination of a set offree parameters. A suitable approah an be obtained by dispersion teh-



29 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theoryniques ([5℄, [38℄, [39℄, [40℄, [41℄). Starting from �rst priniples, the analytialproperties of two-point funtions of loal urrents and the positivity of theorresponding spetral funtions, a parametrization an be obtained.Given that w an vary in the interval [1, wmax[, with wmax ∼ 1.5, an ex-pansion in (w − 1) may appear advisable. However, the theoretial uner-tainties whih enter this partiular ansatz render it almost useless. A verystable parametrization an be obtained if one introdues a onformal map-ping w → z(w), whih transforms the ut w plane onto the interior of theunit dis, |z| < 1 [5℄.Using the de�nition
z(w) =

√
w + 1 −

√
2√

w + 1 +
√

2
, (3.33)and Taylor expansion of the form fator V (w), whih governs the deay

B → Dℓν, one obtains [5℄
V1(w)

V1(1)
≈ 1 − 8ρ2z + (51ρ2 − 10)z2 − (252ρ2 − 84)z3. (3.34)If one limits the expression in Eq. 3.34 to the linear term, the parameter ρ2an be interpreted as the slope of the form fator. In any ase it governs thedependeny of the form fator on the kinemati variable w.For the ase B → D∗ℓν, Eq. 3.34 an be used to infer relations for the threeform fators governing the deay. The ratio of the form fator A1(w)/V1(w)an be given as [5℄

A1(w)

V1(w)
≈ 0.948(1 − 0.212z − 4.007z2 − 1.342z3 + . . . ). (3.35)Using equation Eq. 3.34 one therefore obtains,

A1(w) ≈ A1(1)
(
1 − 8 ρ2z + (53 ρ2 − 15)z2 − (231 ρ2 − 91)z3

)
. (3.36)The ratios R1(w) and R2(w) de�ned in Eqs. 3.21, 3.22 an be represented as



30 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theoryseond order polynomials in (w − 1) [5℄,
R1(w) ≈ R1(1) − 0.12(w − 1) + 0.05(w − 1)2

R2(w) ≈ R2(1) + 0.11(w − 1) − 0.06(w − 1)2. (3.37)While this partiular hoie of expansion is arbitrary and other parametriza-tions, like a linear ansatz are possible, this approah is a stable and widelyused representation.The di�erential deay width with respet to w, dΓ/dw, is usually expressedin terms of one single funtion F , whih an be related to A1(w), R1(w) and
R2(w),
{
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A1(w)2,again with r = mV /mP . As an be seen, at zero reoil F(w) and A1(w) o-inide. Thus the labeling of the remaining normalization parameter as A1(1)or F(1) is arbitrary.In the in�nite quark-mass limit, the heavy quark symmetry (HQS) pre-dits F(1) = 1. Corretions to this limit have been alulated in lattieQCD. The most reent result obtained in unquenhed lattie QCD reads
F(1) = 0.921 ± 0.013 ± 0.020 [6℄. An older alulation, performed in thequenhed approximation, predits (inluding a QED orretion of 0.7%)
F(1) = 0.919+0.030

−0.035 [42℄. These values are ompatible with estimates based onnon-lattie methods [43℄.3.7 Experimental impliationsEqs. 3.36 and 3.37 redue the unertainty due to QCD indued e�ets froman a priori unknown funtion into a single normalization fator, F(1), anda small set of free parameters. If one uses results given in [5℄, R1(1) = 1.27



31 Chapter 3. Heavy quark e�etive theoryand R2(1) = 0.8, or �xes these ratios to values determined otherwise, onlythe parameter ρ2 and the normalization F(1)|Vcb| are unknown and are tobe determined from data [44, 45, 46, 47℄. A more stable approah an beobtained by �oating the leading term in the expansions of the funtions
R1(w) and R2(w), Eqs. 3.37, in a �t to real data and thus to determine thesevalues experimentally [1, 2, 9, 48℄.This work is based on analyses of Belle data [1, 2℄, where F1|Vcb| and all threeform fator parameters introdued in the setions above are determined.



Chapter 4
The Belle experiment

The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. AristotleThe Belle experiment is situated at the Tsukuba Campus of the Japanese na-tional High Energy Aelerator Researh Organization (ko-enerugi kasokukikenkyu-kiko, KEK). Tsukuba lies about 50 kilometer northeast of Tokyo inthe Kanto plain. As of Summer 2009, the Belle ollaboration operating theexperiment onsists of more than 370 sientists from 60 institutions spanning14 ountries of the world. The main goal of Belle is to investigate CP violationin systems of B mesons and, most notably, to test the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mehanism of CP violation. In order to ahieve this goal, both anexellent detetor system (whih is able to identify long-lived partiles andto resolve momenta and deay verties with high auray) and a speialaelerator setup (whih is apable to deliver a high rate of B mesons) areneeded.The Belle experiment has been operational sine 1999.
32



33 Chapter 4. The Belle experiment4.1 The KEKB aeleratorThe KEKB aelerator onsists of two 3 km long beam lines, whih are �lledby a linear pre-aelerator. An aerial view of the Tsukuba ampus and ashemati of the aelerator layout are shown in Fig. 4.1.The energies of the two KEKB beams are not equal; this setup is alled anasymmetri ollider. The high energy ring (HER) ontains eletrons of anenergy of 8 GeV, the low energy ring (LER) ontains positrons of 3.5 GeV. If�lled, the two beams onsist of about 5000 bunhes of about 1010 partiles,whih orresponds to a bunh rossing rate of about one every 2 ns. Themaximal urrents reahed in the beams are about 1.6 A for HER and 1.1A for LER. Near the interation region, the LER beam goes along the axisof the solenoid magneti �eld reated by the Belle detetor, while the HERbeam is tilted horizontally by θbeam = 22mrad.Negleting the eletron mass, the omponents of the four-momenta of thetwo beams are1
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, (4.1)and the invariant mass of P = pH + pL is
√

s =
√

PµP µ =
√

2EHEL(1 + cos θbeam) ≈ 2
√

EHEL ≈ 10.58GeV. (4.2)This it the mass of the third radially exited bb̄ state, the so-alled Υ(4S),whih deays almost exlusively into pairs of B mesons [18℄.The ross setion of e+e− → hadrons as shown in the review [50℄ an be seenin Fig. 4.2.This mass is only marginally higher than the mass of 2 B mesons, thereforethese partiles are reated nearly at rest in the enter of mass frame. Due to1The oordinate system used below is de�ned in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.1: Top: Aerial view of KEK with Mt. Tsukuba in the bakground.Bottom: Shemati of the KEKB aelerator. [49℄
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Figure 4.2: Measurements of the hadroni ross setion of e+e− as a funtionof the enter-of-mass energy. The four learly visible resonanes orrespondto bound bb̄ states, the Υ vetor mesons. [50℄



36 Chapter 4. The Belle experimentthe asymmetry of the olliding beams there is a Lorentz boost between thelaboratory and the enter-of-mass frame. Therefore, from the point of viewof the detetor, the partiles experiene time dilation, with a boost fator
βγ ≈ 0.425. This inreases the average �ight length of the two B mesonsto about 200µm and therefore simpli�es the separation of the two deayverties.The performane of an aelator is haraterized by its peak luminosity, L,whih an be obtained from the rate of e+e− ollisions, R. It is de�ned by

R = Lσe+e−, (4.3)where σe+e− is the total e+e− ross setion. Due to losses of the beams,mainly by interations with rest gas in the vauum tube, the luminosity of aso-alled ��ll� degrades exponentially with time. Therefore, the beams eitherhave to be dumped and ompletely re�lled after a ertain time, or they haveto be ontinuously re�lled. The seond approah is urrently used at KEK.While more hallenging in terms of aelerator operation, this allows for amore e�ient reording of data by the experiment. KEKB was designed toreah a peak luminosity of 1034cm−2s−1, however, it exeeded this goal in2004. The maximum peak luminosity ahieved so far by the aelerator was
2.11 × 1034cm−2s−1, on June 17, 2009.The integrated luminosity, whih orresponds to the total number of eventsreorded at KEK, reahed 950 fb−1 in summer 2009. Fig. 4.3 shows theo�ial snapshot of integrated luminosity versus time.4.2 The Belle detetorThe aim of the Belle experiment is to allow for preise investigations ofthe deay of B mesons, with the main objetive being the measurement ofCP violation in B systems. For this, high preision in the determination ofdeay verties and the momenta of the partiles produed in these deays isneessary.
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Figure 4.3: The integrated luminosity reorded by the Belle experiment, from1999 until summer 2009. The olors indiate aelerator setups with di�erententer-of-mass energies. Blue: Ecm on the Υ(4S) resonane (�on-resonanedata�), pink: Ecm below the Υ(4S) resonane (�o�-resonane data�), green:
Ecm near the Υ(5S) resonane (�energy san�).



38 Chapter 4. The Belle experimentFig 4.4 and 4.5 show shematis of the Belle detetor. Fig. 4.4 also ontainsthe de�nition of the ommonly used oordinate system: The z axis is set alongthe axis of the magneti �eld reated by the Belle detetor, i.e. opposite tothe diretion of the LER. The x axis is the horizontal radial axis, and the yaxis is the axis perpendiular to both, suh that (x, y, z) form a right-handedoordinate system. The polar angle θ is measured with respet to the z axis,the azimuthal angle φ in the (xy) plane with respet to the x axis.The Belle detetor is a magneti spetrometer overing a large-solid-angle.It is designed as a nearly 4π detetor, the aeptane of the main ompo-nents overing a range θ ∈ (17◦, 150◦) in the polar angle. The main om-ponents omprise a Silion Vertex Detetor (SVD), a 50-layer Central DriftChamber (CDC), an Aerogel �erenkov Counter system (ACC), a barrel-likearrangement of Time-Of-Flight sintillation ounters (TOF), and an Eletro-magneti Calorimeter (ECL).These omponents are loated inside a super-onduting solenoid oil that provides a 1.5 T magneti �eld. The �nal partof the detetor is an iron �ux-return loated outside the oil. This ompo-nent is instrumented to operate as a KL and µ detetion system (KLM). Thedetetor is desribed in great detail in Ref. [51℄.4.2.1 Interation regionIn order to allow e�ient operation of the experiment, the two ollidingbeams have to travel in high vauum whih is maintained within the so-alled beam pipes. In the primary interation region (IP) the two separatepipes of the HER and the LER merge into one.For many analyses, the preise determination of deay verties is ritial.The dominating limiting fator in the resolution in z-diretion is multipleCoulomb sattering. In order to redue it, the material budget in the im-mediate viinity of the interation has to be minimized. This is ahieved byonstruting the entral part of the beam pipe as a double-wall berylliumylinder (with a thikness of 0.5 mm for eah wall) whih is mounted on alu-minium pipes extending to the outside of the interation region. The innerdiameter was 40 mm at the startup of the Belle experiment, during a dete-
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Figure 4.4: Shemati of the Belle Detetor. ([49℄, high lights and oordinatesystem by the author)

Figure 4.5: Sideview of the Belle Detetor. [51℄



40 Chapter 4. The Belle experimenttor upgrade in 2003 this was redued to 30 mm. A 2.5 mm gap between thetwo walls is onstantly �ushed with helium gas for ooling. This is neessarysine on the one hand plaing the vertex detetors as lose as possible tothe interation point improves the vertex resolution, while on the other handthe beam-indued heating of the beam pipe reahes levels of a few hundredwatts. This heat level might damage the detetors if not ompensated byative ooling.To shield the interation region from beam indued bakground several hor-izontal masks have been installed. For example, synhrotron radiation isshielded suh that it is either bloked by a mask or passes the IP withoutinterating with the beam pipe.4.2.2 Silion vertex detetor (SVD)The main objetive of Belle is to investigate time-dependent CP violationin B meson deays. To ahieve this, the distane in z diretion between thedeay vertex positions of B meson pairs has to be measured with a preisionof about 100 µm. This is the main task of the SVD. However, the informationof this subdetetor is also important for identi�ation and measurement of
D and τ partiles as well as for traking generi harged traks.Silion detetors are extremely fast detetors, with response times of a fewnanoseonds. The typial width of the silion wafers is of the order of a few100 µm.The basi idea of a silion detetor is as follows: A voltage is applied to avolume of doted silion, with highly doted silion being used as athodes andanodes. In partile detetors, the voltage is usually hosen su�iently high toompletely deplete the silion bulk. If an ionizing partile passes the detetorvolume, eletrons of the valene band are exited into the ondution bandand eletron-hole pairs are reated. Due to the eletri �eld, these pairs driftto the eletrodes and indue an eletrial signal, whih an then be ampli�edand interpreted.In ase of a so-alled �miro strip detetor�, the athode is not simply a plate,
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Figure 4.6: Shemati view of the three-layer SVD1 detetor. [51℄but is segmented. In ase of a �double sided silion detetor�, both the athodeand the anode are segmented into strips, with their relative orientation beingrotated by 90◦. In this on�guration two-dimensional information on theloation of the inident partile is available, by analyzing the urrent induedin various strips.As already stated above, Coulomb sattering is a dominating fator in ver-tex resolution, espeially sine most of the partiles of interest in Belle arrymomenta of less than 1 GeV/c. In order to redue the material budget, themehanial support struture has to be as light as possible while still pre-serving the neessary stability. Additionally, the readout eletronis is plaedoutside of the traking volume.The �rst silion detetor onsisted of three layers of double sided siliondetetors, the polar overage was θ ∈ (23◦, 139◦). During an upgrade in 2003a fourth layer was installed. The polar overage of the upgraded SVD wasinreased to math the overage of the CDC, θ ∈ (17◦, 150◦). To distinguishthe two on�gurations, the newer one is alled the SVD2, Fig. 4.7, whilethe older is now labeled the SVD1, Fig. 4.6. The read-out eletronis of theSVD2 has been onstruted with strong partiipation by the Institute forHigh Energy Physis in Vienna.
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Figure 4.7: Shemati view of the four-layer SVD2 detetor. [52℄4.2.3 Central drift hamber (CDC)Virtually all measurements at the Belle experiment depend on the preisedetermination of the momenta of harged traks. For this purpose the Belledetetor was equipped with a drift hamber.Drift hambers operate on the priniple of gas ionization, that is, a partiletransversing the detetor volume exites outer shell eletrons of gas moleulesor atoms su�iently to reate an eletron-ion pair.The eletri �eld in the inner part hamber is extremely homogeneous. Theionized partiles are aelerated until they reah a saturation veloity wherethe energy gained from the eletrial �eld equals the average energy lost dueto interations with the surrounding gas. One this veloity is reahed thereis a simple linear orrelation between the time the partiles take to reah theathodes and the veloity. Exat determination of the inident time thereforeallows aurate determination of the position of the inident partile.The momentum of the partile is not diretly determined via time measure-ments. Multiple measurements of the position of the inident partile allowto determine an aurate estimate of the partile path. In the very homoge-neous �eld of a solenoid magnet an exellent approximation of the trak will



43 Chapter 4. The Belle experimentbe a helix, with the urvature being inversely proportional to the partilemomentum. At Belle, this is realized in a 1.5 T solenoid magneti �eld.Fig. 4.8 shows the on�guration of the CDC. Sine due to the asymmetribeam energies the enter of mass arries a non-zero momentum in z dire-tion, the CDC has been onstruted asymmetrially as well. This ensures anangular overage of θ ∈ (17◦, 150◦). It onsists of 50 ylindrial layers, withradii between 103.5 mm and 874 mm. In total, 8400 drift ells make up thedetetor.A low-Z gas is used in the CDC to minimize multiple Coulomb sattering.Additionally this also redues bakground from synhrotron radiation, sinelow-Z gases feature a smaller photo-eletri ross setion than e.g. argon-based gas mixtures. The Belle CDC is �lled with a 50% helium-50% ethanegas mixture. The radiation length of this mixture is about 640 m, the driftveloity saturates as 4 m/µs. The large ethane omponent inreases the
dE/dx resolution, whih improves partile identi�ation of harged partiles.4.2.4 Partile identi�ation - Time-Of-Flight sintilla-tion ounters (TOF), Aerogel �erenkov Countersystem (ACC)The ombination of SVD and CDC allows for an aurate determination ofthe spatial momentum of harged traks. The forth momentum omponentan either be determined diretly, by measuring the energy of the partile,or via partile identi�ation, whih allows to determine the partile mass. Inthe energy range probed by the Belle experiment the latter approah is verye�ient. The identi�ation of eletrons and muons relies to a large extent onthe shower shape in the ECL respetively the signal in the muon hambersand is extremely aurate. The separation of harged hadrons is more dif-�ult. Therefore, the Belle detetor features two dediated omponents forthis purpose, the TOF and ACC. The information of these two omponentsare ombined with dE/dx information from the CDC to obtain a good sep-aration of di�erent types of harged partiles, with speial emphasis being
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Figure 4.8: Top: Longitudinal struture of the entral drift hamber of theBelle experiment. Bottom: Cell struture and the athode setor on�gura-tion of the entral drift hamber. [51℄



45 Chapter 4. The Belle experimentplaed on the separation of π± from K± mesons.Time-of-Flight ounters (TOF)Time-of-�ight measurements rely on extremely preise time measurements ofan inident partile. Two time stamps are needed to alulate the partileveloity. Combined with a separate measurement of the partile momentum,e.g. via the urvature of the trak in a magneti �eld, this allows the deter-mination of the partile mass and thus to identify the partile.A TOF system with 100 ps time resolution is e�etive to provide partileidenti�ation for momenta below about 1.2 GeV. About 90% of the traksprodued in Υ(4S) deays fall into this momentum range. Additionally, theTOF subdetetor also provides fast timing signals for the trigger. To keepthe TOF trigger rate below a ritial value of about 70 kHz, additional thintrigger sintillation ounters (TSC) are used to omplement the TOF oun-ters. In eah event, the signal from two ends of a TOF ounter is averagedand put into oinidene with the signal of a TSC ounter to reate a fasttrigger signal. If the TSC did not give a signal, the information from theTOF modules is disarded.Fine-mesh-dynode photomultiplier tubes are plaed diretly on the TOF andTSC sintillation ounters, whih onsist of fast sintillators with an atten-uation length longer than 2m. 64 TOF/TSC modules make up the detetor.They are plaed at a radius of 1.2 m from the interation point and over apolar angle range θ ∈ (34◦, 120◦).Fig. 4.9 shows the π±/K± separation power based on information obtainedexlusively from TOF measurements.Aerogel �erenkov ounter system (ACC)TOF and dE/dx measurements in the CDC distinguish π± from K± mesonsin a low-momentum region. To extend the range of partile identi�ation anarray of silia aerogel threshold �erenkov ounters is used.
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Figure 4.9: π±/K± separation by the TOF subdetetor. σK and σπ arethe time resolutions for Kaons and Pions, respetively. These quantities aremomentum dependent. T twc
obs is de�ned by the empirial formula T twc

obs = Traw−
z

Veff
+ S√

Q
+ F (z), where Traw is the signal time, z is the partile hit positionon a TOF ounter and Q is the harge of the signal. Veff , S and F (z) areobtained from optimizing T twc

obs against the time-of-�ight preditions using thetrak length alulated from the �t to hits in CDC. [51℄



47 Chapter 4. The Belle experiment�erenkov radiation is emitted when a harged partile's veloity exeeds thespeed of light in a medium, i.e. if the relation
|~v| ≥ c

n
(4.4)holds, where n is the index of refration of the medium. If set up orretly, twopartiles with the same momentum, but di�erent mass and therefore di�erentveloity, will not both emit �erenkov radiation, whih allows to distinguishthem. Only about 1% of the partile energy is emitted as �erenkov radiation,therefore this method does not seriously hamper the determination of thepartile energy with subsequent detetors.The ACC barrel part onsists of 960 ounter modules segmented into 60 ellsin φ diretion, the forward end-ap part is made up by 228 modules arrangedin 5 onentri layers. The typial ACC module is made of 5 aerogel tiles,staked inside a thin aluminium box. One or two �ne mesh-type photomul-tiplier tubes are attahed diretly to the aerogels, in order to allow e�ientdetetion of �erenkov light.For eah harged trak one an alulate a probability of the trak beinga kaon, PK , and the probability of having found a pion, Pπ, based on theinformation of the ACC. The disriminating variable is usually the so-alledlikelihood ratio,

PID(K) =
PK

Pπ + PK

, P ID(π) = 1 − PID(K), (4.5)whih takes values in the range (0, 1). Fig. 4.10 shows the likelihood ra-tio PID(K) as a funtion of partile momentum. As mentioned above, theidenti�ation of eletrons and muons relies on other detetor omponents.Therefore, the two probabilities de�ned in Eq. 4.5 are the most importantoutput derived from the ACC.
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Figure 4.10: Two dimensional plot of the π/K likelihood ratio based on infor-mation of the ACC subdetetor versus the partile momentum. Blue rosses:harged pions, red irles: harged kaons. A performane test using tagged
D0 → K−π+ events in real data is shown. Due to very e�ient tagging ofeither a D0 or D̄0, and with D0 → K−π+ being the only D0 deay emittingexatly two harged partiles, the harge of the partiles is diretly orrelatedto the �avor. This allows to ross hek the information obtained from theACC ([51℄).



49 Chapter 4. The Belle experiment4.2.5 Eletromagneti alorimeter (ECL)The aim of a alorimeter is to absorb the total energy of an inident partile,in order to allow an energy measurement. Both neutral and harged partilesan be deteted and measured.Detetion of photons emitted in B-meson deays is the prime objetive ofthe Belle ECL sub detetor. Most of these photons are end-produts of deayasades and therefore arry momenta below 500 MeV. But ertain deayslike B0 → π0π0, π0 → γγ an emit high energy photons, with energies up to4 GeV in the laboratory rest frame. Therefore high resolution is required ina wide energy range. Detetion of high momentum π0 additionally requiresgood separation of two nearby photons and determination of their smallopening angle. Therefore a �ne-grained segmentation in the alorimeter isrequired.Additionally, eletron identi�ation relies primarily on the omparison ofmeasured harged trak momentum and the energy deposition in the ECL.Due to bremsstrahlung, eletrons experiene a strong eletromagneti inter-ation when passing the rather dense material of the ECL and are unable totraverse the subdetetor. The energy deposited by an eletron has to maththe kineti energy of the harged trak plus the nearly negligible eletronmass. Good resolution in this detetor part therefore inreases fake eletronrejetion.A highly segmented array of 8736 Thallium doped Caesium Iodide (�CsI(T l)�)sintillator rystals with silion photodiode readout is used as the ECL atBelle. These rystals feature large photon yield, weak hygrosopiity and highmehanial stability. The on�guration of the ECL an be seen in Fig. 4.11.The barrel region is made up of a setion of 3.0 m length with an inner radiusof 1.25 m. Two end-aps are plaed at z = +2.0 m and z = −1.0 m fromthe interation point. The ECL has a polar overage of θ ∈ (17◦, 150◦). Gapsdue to able pathways and other onstrution omponents lead to a smallredution of about 3% of the total aeptane.In sintillation rystals, atoms or moleules are easily exited by photons or



50 Chapter 4. The Belle experimentharged partiles. In the dexitation to the ground state photons are emitted,typially in the wave length range from visible to X-rays. This light signalis then onduted via a light waveguide to a photo multiplier, where it isonverted into an eletrial signal.In a alorimeter suh a sintillation proess does not our only one per ini-dent partile, rather a so-alled �shower� is reated. For high energeti parti-les the ionization and exitation proesses whih lead to sintillation proessdo not dominate the inelasti ross setion. For eletrons and positrons withmomenta above ∼ 10MeV bremsstrahlungs e�ets dominate and photonsare radiated into the detetor volume, e± → e±γ. For photons with simi-lar momenta pair prodution dominates, γ → e+e−. These proesses reatean eletromagneti asade. In eah step additional photons, eletrons andpositrons are reated, until the average energy of the shower partiles dropsbelow the ritial energy of about 10MeV. One this threshold has beenreahed, ionization and exitation proesses start to dominate, whih in turnresult in a sintillation signal.The e�etive shielding of materials is usually given in units of the so-alled�radiation length�. After having passed one radiation length x0 the energy ofa traversing partile has been redued by a fator 1/e part of the inidentenergy,
E(x) = E0 e

− x
x0 . (4.6)The size of the ECL orresponds to 16 radiation lengths for photons. There-fore only a minimal part of the photon energy is not deposited within theECL.Extreme forward alorimeter (EFC)In addition to the entral ECL detetor, the Belle experiment is also equippedwith an Extreme Forward Calorimeter (EFC), whih is plaed in the veryhigh-radiation area around the beam pipe near the interation point. It oversthe polar angle intervals θ ∈ (6.4◦, 11.5◦) and θ ∈ (163.3◦, 171.2◦) and onsistsof radiation hard Bismuth Germanate rystals.
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Figure 4.11: Overall on�guration of the main eletromagneti alorimeter.[51℄The main purpose of the EFC is the usage as a beam monitor for the KEKBontrol and as a luminosity monitor. Additionally it also funtions as a ra-diation shield for the more sensitive CDC sub detetor. The informationaquired by the EFC is usually not inluded in physis analyses.4.2.6 KL and µ detetion system (KLM)The only partiles apable of traversing the alorimeter are harged andneutral hadrons, most notably the K0
L meson, and muons. These partilesare stable enough so that most of them deay outside the detetor, and theydo not interat strongly enough with the rystals of the ECL to deposit allof their energy there.The purpose of the so-alled KLM is to identify KL and muons with amomentum greater than 600 MeV/. The barrel overs the angular re-gion θ ∈ (45◦, 125◦) and two end aps the regions θ ∈ (20◦, 45◦) and

θ ∈ (125◦, 150◦).The ative detetor omponents onsist of glass resistive plate ounters [53,54, 55℄, whih onsist of two parallel plate eletrodes separated by a gas-�lled



52 Chapter 4. The Belle experimentgap. An ionizing partile traversing the gap indues a streamer in the gas,whih results in a loal disharge of the plates. This disharge then resultsin a signal on external pikup strips.The detetor onsists of alternating layers of harged-partile detetors and4.7 m thik iron plates. 15 detetor and 14 iron layers make up the barrel,the end aps onsist of 14 layers of eah omponent. The main purpose ofthe iron omponents is to serve as a �ux return yoke for the magneti �eldof 1.5 T reated by the Belle solenoid. It also serves as an absorber materialfor KL whih interat with the iron and produe a shower of ionizing par-tiles, providing a total of 3.9 radiation lengths of material (in addition tothe about 0.8 radiation lengths provided by the ECL). However, the size ofthe total shower produed by KL mesons �utuates. Therefore an auratemeasurement of the KL energy is not possible and only the diretion of the
KL an be determined.Separation of muons from harged hadrons is ahived by omparing the en-ergy deposition of the harged trak along its path. In ontrast to stronglyinterating partiles, muons deposit only a marginal fration of their energyprior to entering the KLM system. Muons with momenta below 500 MeV/do not reah the KLM and have to be disarded.4.2.7 Solenoid magnetA superonduting solenoid provides a 1.5 T magneti �eld [56, 57, 58℄. Thenearly homogeneous part of the �eld overs a ylindrial volume of 3.4 m indiameter and 4.4 m in length.The solenoid is positioned between the partile identi�ation detetors (ACC,TOF) and the ECL.
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Figure 4.12: The Belle Collaboration. Graphis reated by the author onbehalf of the ollaboration.4.3 The Belle ollaborationThe Belle ollaboration is an international onsortium of sientists, who builtand operate the Belle detetor and analyse the data reorded by it. It ur-rently onsists of more than 370 members from 60 institutions in 14 ountriesof the world (see Fig. 4.12 for illustration).
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of all analysis steps whih have been taken to ob-tain the results presented in this work from data reorded by the Belle Ex-periment. The individual steps will be explained in detail in the followinghapters.



Chapter 5
Reonstrution of events

The man who moves a mountain begins by arrying awaysmall stones. Confuius
5.1 Data sampleThe two analyses presented here use the Belle data taken until summer 2003.This data set onsists of 140 fb−1 taken at the Υ(4S) resonane. Consideringthe prodution ross setion of e+e− → bb̄ this orresponds to about 152million BB̄ events. Another 15 fb−1 taken 60 MeV below the resonane areused to investigate and subtrat the non-BB̄ bakground, whih is oftenlabeled as �ontinuum bakground�.For determination of several bakground soures from B meson deays,Monte Carlo (MC) samples equivalent to about three times the integratedluminosity are used. Monte Carlo simulated events are generated withthe EVTGEN program [59℄, followed by full detetor simulation based onGEANT [60℄. E�ets due to QED bremsstrahlung in B → Xℓν deays areadded using the PHOTOS pakage [61℄.55
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Figure 5.1: Shemati representation of the reonstruted B0 deay asades.The left shemati shows the D0 → K−π+ mode, the right one the D0 →
K−π+π−π+ mode. The labels in the bottom line indiate the partiles whihtraverse the detetor and an either be reonstruted (blak) or are invisibleto the experiment (the neutrino, gray), while the partiles drawn above themdeay within the detetor volume and annot be deteted diretly. The traksof harged partiles are urved to indiate the de�etion in a magneti �eld.Neither the urvature nor the length of the drawn lines are indiative ofpartile properties (like the mean lifetime or the momentum).

Figure 5.2: Same as Fig. 5.1 for the reonstruted B+ deay asades.



57 Chapter 5. Reonstrution of events5.2 Event reonstrutionLet B̄ represent either a neutral B̄0 or a harged B− meson. The deayasade B̄ → D∗ℓ−ν̄ℓ, D∗ → D0πs and D0 → K−π+ or D0 → K−π+π−π+is reonstruted1, with ℓ being a light harged lepton, ℓ ∈ {e, µ}. Thus, atotal of four deays hannels is investigated in eah of the analyses (�Kπ, e�;�Kπ, µ�; �K3π, e�; �K3π, µ�). A graphi representation of the deay asadesan be seen in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2.The K and π mesons, as well as the muon µ, are unstable partiles andproeed to deay further. However, their mean lifetime is long enough forthem to traverse the Belle detetor and produe signals in the various detetoromponents. Any possible deays ourring at a later point are irrelevant foranalyses of Belle data.In ase of B̄0 deays, a D∗+ meson is produed and the low momentum pionemitted in the D∗ deay, whih is often labeled �slow� or �soft� pion, will beharged, π+
s . In B− deays, the D∗0 meson will emit a neutral pion, whihdeays predominantly into two photons, π0

s → γγ.The �nal states whih are deteted by the Belle detetor therefore amountto one harged high momentum kaon, one (three) harged high momentumpions and one light lepton in ase of the D0 → Kπ (D0 → K3π) mode. In
B0 deays we �nd one additional low momentum harged pion, in B+ deaysthe two photons emitted by a low momentum neutral pion.Hadroni events are seleted based on the harged trak multipliity andthe visible energy in the alorimeter. The seletion is desribed in detail inRef. [62℄. We also apply a moderate ut on the ratio of the seond to thezeroth Fox-Wolfram moment [63℄, R2 < 0.4, to rejet non-BB̄ events.1As mentioned before, throughout this entire work harge onjugation is implied, i.e. wedi�erentiate neither between the deays B̄0 → D∗+ℓ−ν̄ℓ and B0 → D∗−ℓ+νℓ nor between
B− → D∗0ℓ−ν̄ℓ and B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ.



58 Chapter 5. Reonstrution of events5.2.1 D0 seletionAs stated above, neutral D meson andidates are searhed for in the deayshannels D0 → K−π+ (�Kπ�) and D0 → K−π+π−π+ (�K3π�). Depending onthe seleted D0 hannel, one kaon and either one or three pions are searhedfor in any event passing the soft onstraints mentioned above. These traksare then ombined to form a D0 andidate, i.e. the four-momenta of theseleted harged traks are added to form the four-momentum of the D0andidate.These partiles are required to originate from the interation point. To ensurethis, the impat parameters in Rφ and z have to satisfy dr < 2 m and |dz| <

4 m, respetively. This ensures that the helies ontain points within thebeam pipe. Additionally, we demand at least one assoiated hit in the SVDdetetor. The �erenkov light yield from ACC, the time-of-�ight informationfrom TOF and dE/dx from CDC are required to be onsistent with therespetive mass hypothesis. As mentioned in setion 4.2, a likelihood funtionan be formed using these informations. Kaon andidates are required to havea kaon likelihood with respet to the pion hypothesis greater than 0.6, pionandidates must have a kaon likelihood less than 0.9.We �t the harged traks to a ommon vertex and rejet the D0 andidate ifthe χ2 probability is below 10−3. The momenta of the harged traks are re-evaluated at the vertex and the D0 4-momentum is alulated as their sum.The reonstruted D0 mass is required to lie within ±3 standard deviationsfrom the nominal mass of about 1.865 GeV/c2 [18℄. The standard deviation σis measured from real data and is found to be about 4.5 MeV/c2 (4 MeV/c2)for the one (three) pion mode.5.2.2 D∗+ seletionIn ase of D∗+ reonstrution, the D0 andidate is ombined with a slowpion π+
s . The sign of the π harge is hosen appropriately with respet tothe kaon andidate. Due to the low momentum of this πs andidate, reon-strution e�ieny is muh lower than in ase of the faster traks emitted



59 Chapter 5. Reonstrution of eventsby the D0. No impat parameter and SVD hit requirements are applied forthe πs. However, we again perform a vertex �t and apply the same vertexrequirement, Pχ2 > 10−3. The invariant mass di�erene between the D∗ andthe D andidates, ∆m = mD∗ − mD0 , is required to lie within 0.144 and0.147 GeV/c2. Additional suppression of e+e− → qq̄ proesses is ahieved byrequiring a D∗ momentum below 2.45 GeV/c in the .m. frame.5.2.3 D∗0 seletionTo form a D∗0 andidate, the D0 andidate is ombined with a slow neutralpion π0
s . The π0

s is obtained by ombining two photons with Eγ > 100 MeVfor θ < 32◦, Eγ > 150 MeV for θ > 130◦, and Eγ > 50 MeV for photonsdeteted in the barrel region. The invariant γγ mass has to lie within 3standard deviations of the nominal π0 mass of about 135 MeV/c2 [18℄, with
σ ≈ 5 MeV/c2. Additionally, a mass onstraint �t is performed and the �tprobability has to exeed 10−2. Suppression of non-BB̄ bakground is againahieved by requiring a D∗0 momentum less than 2.45 GeV/c in the .m.frame.For the �nal �t, only events with an invariant mass di�erene ∆m within0.140 and 0.1445 GeV/c2 are onsidered. However all events in the region
∆m ∈ (0.1355, 0.158) GeV/c2 are investigated to estimate the bakground.5.2.4 B andidate seletionFinally, the D∗0 andidate is ombined with a lepton (eletron or muon),appropriately harged with respet to the kaon. Both eletron and muonandidates have to satisfy the same impat parameter requirement appliedto fast kaons and pions, dr < 2 m and |dz| < 4 m.Additionally, eletron andidates are identi�ed using the ratio of the energydeteted in the ECL to the trak momentum, the ECL shower shape, positionmathing between trak and ECL luster, the energy loss in the CDC and theresponse of the ACC ounters. The polar angle with respet to the beam has



60 Chapter 5. Reonstrution of eventsto lie within 17◦ and 150◦. No SVD hit is required. Muons are identi�ed basedon their penetration range and transverse sattering in the KLM detetor.The polar angle lies within 25◦ and 145◦. Again, no SVD hit requirement isapplied. In the momentum region relevant to this analysis and with the setof standard uts disussed in Ref. [64, 65℄, harged leptons are identi�ed withan e�ieny of about 90% and the probability to misidentify a pion as aneletron (muon) is 0.25% (1.4%).To supress bakground, the momenta of the lepton andidates are requiredto exeed ertain thresholds. In the lab frame, the (transverse) momentum ofthe lepton is required to exeed 0.80 GeV/c (0.65 GeV/c) in ase of eletronsand 0.85 GeV/c (0.75 GeV/c) in ase of muons. We also apply an upper leptonmomentum ut at 2.4 GeV/c in the .m. frame to rejet non-BB̄ events. Inase of the B0 andidates, a vertex �t is performed and D∗+ℓ− andidatesare rejeted if the vertex probability is less than 10−3.In ase of B+ events ontaining eletrons, we attempt bremsstrahlung re-overy by searhing for photons in a one of 3◦ around the eletron trak.If suh a photon is found it is merged with the eletron and the sum ofthe momenta is assumed to be the lepton momentum. For B0 andidates nobremsstrahlung reovery has been attempted in the preliminary Belle result([1℄), but it is planned to add it at a later stage. For orret alulation of thee�ieny, on the generator level B → D∗ℓ−νγ events are aepted as goodsignal andidates.5.3 Determination of the B meson rest frameWith the neutrino emitted in the B being invisible to the Belle detetor,the B momentum is a priori unknown. However, the aurate determina-tion of B rest frame is essential to alulate the kinemati angles de�ned inFig. 3.1 with high preision. One solution to this would be to reonstrutboth B mesons. This tehnique is labeled �full reonstrution�. However, thisapproah massively redues the available statistis, sine not only all thetraks emitted in the signal deay but also those emitted by the seond B



61 Chapter 5. Reonstrution of eventsmeson have to be found and measured aurately. Therefore this method wasnot used here, instead a novel reonstrution approah is used.5.3.1 Variable cos θB,D∗ℓDue to momentum onservation, the diretion of the spatial B momentum inthe .m. frame2, ~p ∗
B , has to lie on a one around the (D∗ℓ)-axis. The openingangle cos θB,D∗ℓ an be alulated from reonstrutable data. This quantityis widely used in analyses (e.g. [9℄) and allows to obtain a one-dimensionalspae of possible diretions of the B momentum. We �nd
pB = pD∗ + pℓ + pν , (5.1)
pν = pB − pD∗ℓ, (5.2)
p2

ν ≈ 0 = m2
B + m2

D∗ℓ − 2EBED∗ℓ + 2~pB · ~pD∗ℓ, (5.3)and therefore
cos θB,D∗ℓ =

2E∗
BE∗

D∗ℓ − m2
B − m2

D∗ℓ

2|~p ∗
B ||~p ∗

D∗ℓ|
. (5.4)In ase of a B emitted from an Υ(4S) event, the energy and the magnitudeof the spatial momentum of in the .m. frame, E∗

B and |~p ∗
B |, are known fromthe beam energies. E∗

B is half of the .m. energy and |~p ∗
B | is √E∗2

B − m2
B.The quantities E∗

D∗ℓ, ~p ∗
D∗ℓ and mD∗ℓ are alulated from the reonstruted

D∗ℓ system.This osine is being used to onstraint the spatial momentum of the B meson.It is also a powerful disriminator between signal and bakground. Signalevents should stritly lie in the interval (−1, 1), the interpretation of θB,D∗ℓas an atual angle is valid here. Due to �nite detetor resolution about 5%of the signal is reonstruted outside this interval. The bakground on theother hand does not have this restrition at all and is distributed over a largerdomain.2Quantities evaluated in the .m. frame are denoted by an asterisk.



62 Chapter 5. Reonstrution of events5.3.2 Inlusive information from the remaining eventThe novel part of our reonstrution ansatz is now the following. For the bestguess of the B diretion, we ombine the hard kinemati onstraint mentionedabove with an additional estimate of the .m. frame B momentum vetor.This is ahieved by summing the momenta of the remaining partiles in theevent, whih yields the quantity ~p ∗
inclusive.To obtain ~p ∗

inclusive, we �rst apply the following trak and luster seletionrequirements to partiles whih have not been assoiated with the (D∗ℓ) sys-tem: neutral lusters are required to satisfy Eγ > 100 MeV for polar angleswith respet to the beam diretion θ < 32◦, Eγ > 150 MeV for θ > 130◦ and
Eγ > 50 MeV in the barrel region in between; the impat parameter utsfor harged traks are ∆r < 20 m and ∆z < 100 m for pT < 0.25 GeV/c,
∆r < 15 m and ∆z < 50 m for pT < 0.5 GeV/c, and ∆r < 10 mand ∆z < 20 m for pT > 0.5 GeV/c. We exlude dupliated traks byseleting pairs of harged traks with pT < 275 MeV/c, momentum di�er-ene ∆p < 100 MeV/c and relative angle smaller than 15◦ or larger than165◦. If suh a pair is found, we remove the trak with smaller value of
(5∆r)2 + (∆z)2.Then, we ompute ~pinclusive in the lab. frame by summing the 3-momenta of allthe partiles passing the riteria disussed above (denoted by the summationindex i),

~pinclusive = ~pHER + ~pLER −
∑

i

~pi , (5.5)where the indies HER and LER orrespond to the olliding beams. Theenergy omponent of the inlusive four-momentum is hosen suh that whentransforming this vetor into the .m. frame we obtain the nominal B energy,whih is E∗
B =

√
s/2. Note that we do not make any mass assumption forthe harged partiles.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the reonstrution of the diretion of the spatial
B momentum. Refer to the text for details.5.3.3 Best B seletionFinally, we hoose the diretion on the one that minimizes the di�erene to
~p ∗

inclusive, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. This proedure is equivalent to a simplerotation of the spatial D∗ℓ momentum in the plane formed by ~p ∗
D∗ℓ and

~p ∗
inclusive.5.4 Bakground estimationThe aurate estimation of bakground underlying the reonstruted signalevents is ruial to obtain aurate values for F1|Vcb| as well as the formfators of the investigated deays. These bakgrounds an be investigated byeither real data or Monte Carlo simulation.One possible soure for bakground omes from e+e− → qq̄ events, where qis one of u, d, s or c quarks. To investigate this omponent real data whihhas been reorded about 60 MeV below the Υ(4S) resonane an be used.This sample annot ontain any B mesons and is therefore ideally suited toinvestigate the deay of mesons ontaining only the lighter quarks.Bakgrounds due to B meson deays have to be investigated using simula-



64 Chapter 5. Reonstrution of eventstions. The numbers of simulated events are based on a �xed set of numerialvalues used for branhing ratios of various deays, some of whih are nolonger in agreement with the urrent world averages reported by the PartileData Group [18℄. Rereating the entire sample of simulated events is out ofthe question due to time and omputing power onstraints.One e�ient way to ounter this kind of inauray is to determine the nor-malization of various bakground omponents in a �t to real data. For thispurpose, statistial �utuations have to onsidered in both the real dataand the simulated data sample. Within the ROOT frame work [66℄ theTFrationFitter lass, whih is based on the HMCMLL algorithm reportedin Ref. [67℄, is exellently suited for this purpose.Additionally, several orretions based on dediated studies performed bythe Belle ollaboration are applied. For muon events, the shape of the fakelepton bakground is orreted by the ratio of the pion fake rate in the exper-imental data over the same quantity in the Monte Carlo. Additionally, thelepton identi�ation e�ieny is reweighted to ope with deviations betweensimulated and observed lepton abundanies.In all �ts, the ontinuum normalization is �xed to the on-to-o�-resonaneluminosity ratio, orreted for the 1/s dependene of the e+e− → qq̄ ross-setion. From Bhaba (e+e− → e+e−) events, the auray of this ratio an bedetermined to be 1.5%. The normalization of the fake lepton omponent hasalso been �xed to the MC expetations, sine the �t failed to determine thissmall bakground ontribution reliably. For the unertainty in this omponenta onservative value of 30% is assumed.5.4.1 B0 bakground estimationThe bakground ontained in the seleted B0 events an be attributed to thefollowing six soures:
• ontinuum: any andidate reonstruted in a non-Υ(4S) event
• fake D∗: the D∗ andidate is misreonstruted; the lepton andidate is
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• fake lepton: the harged lepton andidate is fake; the D∗ andidatemight be fake or not
• unorrelated bakground: the D∗ and the lepton stem from di�erent Bmesons.
• D∗∗: bakground from B → D̄∗∗ℓ+ν deays with D̄∗∗ → D∗π or B →

D∗πℓ+ν non-resonant
• orrelated bakground: bakground from other proesses in whih the

D∗ and the lepton stem from the same B meson, e.g, B0 → D∗−τ+ν,
τ+ → µ+ννThe �t is performed in the one dimensional cos θB,D∗ℓ distribution (Eq. 5.4).As stated above, this distribution is a powerful disriminator between signaland bakground, sine the shapes di�er between these various ontributions.Fig. 5.4-5.5 show plots of the results of the �t using the TFrationFitterlass, whih is exeuted separately for eah subsample (Kπ, e; Kπ, µ; K3π, e;

K3π, µ). Agreement between data and the realibrated Monte Carlo dis-tributions is exellent. After this �t is performed, the �nal analysis ut
| cos θB,D∗ℓ| < 1 is applied. Table 5.1 shows the signal purity and the frationsof the bakground omponents of the events passing all reonstrution andanalysis uts for eah hannel.
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Figure 5.4: Result of the �t to the cos θB,D∗ℓ distributions (Eq. 5.4) in the B0analysis, Kπ, e and Kπ, µ sub-samples. The dashed line indiates the �nalanalysis ut, | cos θB,D∗ℓ| < 1.
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Figure 5.5: Same as Fig. 5.4 for the B0 analysis, K3π, e and K3π, µ sub-samples.
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sample Kπ, e Kπ, µ K3π, e K3π, µRaw yield 23938 25057 19725 21156Signal events 19380 ± 276 20278 ± 285 14405 ± 614 15281 ± 559
B0 signal (80.96 ± 1.15)% (80.93 ± 1.14)% (73.03 ± 3.11)% (72.23 ± 2.64)%Signal orrelated (1.69 ± 0.27)% (2.42 ± 0.29)% (2.04 ± 0.70)% (2.25 ± 0.60)%
D∗∗ (4.73 ± 0.87)% (1.24 ± 0.85)% (5.21 ± 1.18)% (2.85 ± 1.10)%Unorrelated (5.36 ± 0.28)% (4.38 ± 0.30)% (5.42 ± 0.58)% (4.17 ± 0.55)%Fake ℓ 0.68 % (�xed) 3.62% (�xed) 0.72% (�xed) 4.04%(�xed)Fake D∗ 2.96% (�xed) 2.91% (�xed) (8.78 ± 2.64)% (9.63 ± 2.15)%Continuum 3.62% (�xed) 4.51% (�xed) 4.81% (�xed) 4.87% (�xed)Table 5.1: The signal and bakground frations for seleted B0 → D∗−ℓ+ν events within the signal window | cos θB,D∗ℓ| <

1.



69 Chapter 5. Reonstrution of events5.4.2 B+ bakground estimationIn ase of B+ andidates, bakground ontributions due to D∗ misidenti�-ation are signi�antly higher than in the B0 ase. We therefore add oneadditional bakground omponent ompared to the set de�ned above andonsider bakgrounds from the following seven soures:
• ontinuum: any andidate reonstruted in a non-Υ(4S) event,
• fake D0: the D0 andidate has been misreonstruted,
• ombinatori D∗0: the D∗0 andidate is misreonstruted, however the

D0 andidate is identi�ed orretly,
• fake lepton: the lepton has been misidenti�ed but the D∗0 is reon-struted properly,
• unorrelated bakground: the D∗0 and the lepton stem from di�erent

B mesons,
• D∗∗: bakground from B → D̄∗∗ℓ+ν deays with D̄∗∗ → D̄∗0π or B →

D̄∗0πℓ+ν non-resonant, and
• orrelated bakground: bakground from other proesses in whih the

D∗0 and the lepton stem from the same B meson, e.g, B+ → D̄∗0τ+ν,
τ+ → µ+νν.We perform the �t in the two-dimensional distribution cos θB,D∗ℓ vs. ∆m.The variable cos θB,D∗ℓ de�ned in Setion 5.3.1 again proves to be a good dis-riminator between signal and bakground. Additionally, the invariant massdi�erene between the D∗ and the D0 andidate, ∆m = mD∗ − mD0 , allowsto preisely alibrate bakground omponents ontaining a misidenti�ed D∗andidate. Components ontaining orretly reonstruted D∗ mesons showa pronouned peak in the ∆m distribution, while the other omponents alsoontribute to ∆m side bands.Fig. 5.6-5.9 show plots of the results of the �t using the TFrationFitterlass. Again, the �t is exeuted separately for eah subsample (Kπ, e; Kπ, µ;
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K3π, e; K3π, µ). The determination of the D∗∗ and signal orrelated bak-grounds works reliably in the two D0 → K−π+ modes, but fails in the threepion hannels. In these ases we �x the data to MC ratio to the value foundin the former hannels. We assume the relative unertainty found in the
Kπ modes.The �nal analysis requirement applied after this bakground alibrationreads: | cos θB,D∗ℓ| < 1 and 0.140 GeV/c2 < ∆m < 0.1445 GeV/c2. Table 5.2shows the signal purity and the frations of the bakground omponents ofthe events passing all reonstrution and analysis uts for eah hannel.
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Figure 5.6: Result of the �ts to the cos θB,D∗ℓ (Eq. 5.4) vs. ∆m distributionsin the B+ analysis, Kπ, e sub-sample. The projetions in cos θB,D∗ℓ and ∆mare shown. The dashed line indiates the �nal analysis uts, | cos θB,D∗ℓ| < 1and 0.140 GeV/c2 < ∆m < 0.1445 GeV/c2.
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Figure 5.7: Same as Fig. 5.6 for the B+ analysis, Kπ, µ sub-sample.
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Figure 5.8: Same as Fig. 5.6 for the B+ analysis, K3π, e sub-sample.
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Figure 5.9: Same as Fig. 5.6 for the B+ analysis, K3π, µ sub-sample.
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Kπ, e Kπ, µ K3π, e K3π, µRaw yield 13035 12262 16989 16350Signal events 8133 ± 205 7447 ± 201 5987 ± 229 5539 ± 222

B+ signal (62.39 ± 1.57)% (60.73 ± 1.64)% (35.24 ± 1.35)% (33.88 ± 1.36)%Signal orrelated (1.27 ± 0.31)% (1.46 ± 0.32)% (1.16 ± 0.26)% (1.34 ± 0.31)%
D∗∗ (0.77 ± 0.98)% (0.73 ± 0.98)% (0.39 ± 0.50)% (0.36 ± 0.47)%Unorrelated (4.97 ± 0.54)% (4.25 ± 0.45)% (3.48 ± 0.41)% (3.30 ± 0.38)%Fake ℓ (0.31 ± 0.10)% (1.94 ± 0.59)% (0.18 ± 0.06)% (0.95 ± 0.29)%Combinatori D∗0 (24.76 ± 0.51)% (24.30 ± 0.48)% (16.35 ± 0.69)% (15.19 ± 0.67)%Fake D0 (2.91 ± 0.25)% (3.12 ± 0.23)% (38.53 ± 0.50)% (39.45 ± 0.51)%Continuum (2.63 ± 0.43)% (3.46 ± 0.51)% (4.68 ± 0.50)% (6.14 ± 0.56)%Table 5.2: The signal and bakground frations for seleted B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+ν events within the signal window | cos θB,D∗0ℓ| <

1 and 0.140 MeV < ∆m < 0.1445 GeV/c2.



76 Chapter 5. Reonstrution of events5.5 Kinemati variablesAs stated in setion 3.5, the investigation of the distributions in the fourkinemati variables w, cos θℓ, cos θV and χ allows to separate the e�ets dueto QCD from the properties of the eletro-weak deay b → cW . The de�nitionof the three kinemati angles is shown again in Fig. 5.10. Having alulatedthe B meson momentum and thus the B rest frame, obtaining the requiredvariables is possible by boosting the momenta of the reonstruted partilesinto the respetive rest frames.Sine the neutrino annot be deteted in a typial ollider experiment, thespatial momentum of the W boson, ~pW , annot be determined diretly.Therefore the W rest frame is a priori unknown. However, the energy ofthe W boson is given by EW = EB − ED∗ and in the B meson rest frame,the W and the D∗ meson are emitted bak to bak. Measurement of the D∗four-momentum and knowledge of the energy of the B meson is thereforesu�ient for alulation of all four kinemati variables.5.5.1 Calulation of the kinemati variablesThe easiest way to alulate the variable w = (pB)µ(pD∗)µ/mBmD∗, whih isa linear funtion of the momentum transfer q2, is to transform the momentumof the D∗ andidate into the B rest frame and to evaluate3,
w =

E ′
D∗

mD∗

. (5.6)As de�ned in setion 3.5 and Fig. 5.10, θℓ is measured in the rest frame ofthe W boson and gives the polar angle between the harged lepton ℓ andthe diretion opposite to the spatial momentum of the vetor meson D∗.Similarly, θV is de�ned in the D∗ rest frame and de�nes the polar anglebetween the meson D0 and the diretion opposite to the W boson. Therefore3Properties denoted with a prime are given in the B meson rest frame
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Figure 5.10: De�nition of the angles θℓ, θV and χ. It is equally valid for boththe deays B0 → D∗−ℓ+νℓ, D∗− → D̄0π−
s and B− → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ, D̄∗0 → D̄0π0

s .
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Figure 5.11: Shemati for the alulation of the dihedral angle χ.we �nd
cos θℓ = − ~p

(W )
D∗ · ~p (W )

ℓ

|~p (W )
D∗ ||~p (W )

ℓ |
, cos θV = − ~p

(D∗)
W · ~p (D∗)

D0

|~p (D∗)
W ||~p (D∗)

D0 |
. (5.7)where x(W ) and x(D∗) denote quantities boosted into the W and D∗ restframe, respetively.The variable χ measures the angle between the two planes formed by thedeays of the W boson and the D∗ meson, as shown in Fig. 5.10. This variablevaries in the interval [−π, π[. It is therefore important to not only alulatethe modulus of this angle, but the sign as well.As an be seen in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, the normal vetors of the two planes

P1 (formed by the spatial momentum of the D∗ and the ℓ andidates) and
P2 (D∗ and D0) are labeled4

~n1 =
~p

′

D∗ × ~p
′

ℓ

|~p ′

D∗||~p ′

ℓ |
, (5.8)

~n2 =
~p

′

D∗ × ~p
′

D0

|~p ′

D∗||~p ′

D0|
. (5.9)The produt ~n1 ·~n2 measures the omponent of ~n2 perpendiular to the plane

P1, while the produt between ~n2 and any vetor in the plane, e.g. ~p ′

ℓ ·~n2, givesthe size of the normal projetion of ~n2 into the plane P1. These quantitiesare proportional to the osine and the sine of the angle χ, respetively.4As mentioned above, properties denoted with a prime are given in the B meson restframe.
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cos χ =

(~p
′

D∗ × ~p
′

ℓ ) · (~p ′

D∗ × ~p
′

D0)

|~p ′

D∗| |~p ′

ℓ | |~p
′

D∗| |~p ′

D0|
, (5.10)

cos
(π

2
− χ

)

= sin χ =
~p

′

ℓ · (~p ′

D∗ × ~p
′

D0)

|~p ′

ℓ | |~p
′

D∗| |~p ′

D0|
, (5.11)and thus obtain,

χ = arctan

( ∣
∣~p

′

D∗

∣
∣ ~p

′

ℓ · (~p ′

D∗ × ~p
′

D0)

(~p
′

D∗ × ~p
′

ℓ ) · (~p ′

D∗ × ~p
′

D0)

)

. (5.12)This equation maps to the entire domain χ ∈ [−π, π[, as required.5.5.2 Resolutions in the kinemati variablesIn general, the reonstruted value of any kinemati variable, vrec, will notbe idential to the true value, vtrue. Rather we will �nd a distribution witha entral value whih should be lose to the true value and a width whih isalled the resolution δ = vrec − vtrue. The resolutions whih an be obtainedby the proedures desribed above have been estimated using about 20 fb−1of Monte Carlo simulated data. We �nd symmetri distributions enteredon the true value and obtain exellent values in the resolutions, whih arenearly idential in the ase of B0 and B+ reonstrution. For B0 we �ndgaussian resolutions of about δw = 0.021, δcos θℓ
= 0.049, δcos θV

= 0.057 and
δχ = 6.46◦, while for B+ the numbers are about δw = 0.025, δcos θℓ

= 0.052,
δcos θV

= 0.047 and δχ = 6.47◦.



Chapter 6
Fit proedures

You annot diret the wind, but you an adjust yoursails. Unknown
6.1 Parametrized �tIn order to extrat F(1)|Vcb| and the three form fator parameters ρ2, R1(1)and R2(1), we perform a binned χ2 �t of the w, cos θℓ, cos θV and χ distri-butions over almost the entire phase. Instead of �tting in four dimensions,where we would be massively limited by the available statistis, we �t thefour one-dimensional projetions of w, cos θℓ, cos θV and χ. This ensures asu�iently high abundane of events in eah bin, but it also introdues bin-to-bin orrelations whih have to be aounted for.6.1.1 Predited number of eventsThe distributions in w, cos θℓ, cos θV and χ are divided into ten bins of equalwidth. The kinematially allowed values of w are between 1 and ≈ 1.50480



81 Chapter 6. Fit proedures(≈ 1.505) in ase of B0 (B+) deays, but we restrit the w range to valuesbetween 1 and 1.5. In eah sub-sample, there are thus 40 bins to be usedin the �t. In the following, we label these bins with a ommon index i, i =

1, . . . , 40. The bins i = 1, . . . , 10 orrespond to the bins of the w distribution,
i = 11, . . . , 20 to cos θℓ, i = 21, . . . , 30 to cos θV and i = 31, . . . , 40 to the χdistribution.The predited number of events N th

i in the bin i is given by
N th

i = NBB(D∗ → D0πs)B(D0 → K−π+, K−π+π+π−)τBΓi (6.1)where NB is the number of B0 or B+ mesons in the data sample. B(D∗ →
D0π) stands for the branhing ratio of either the D∗+ or D∗0 meson. Thesevalues are taken from Ref. [18℄. In the (Kπ, e) and (Kπ, µ) sub-samples
B(D0) is B(D0 → K−π+) [18℄. In (K3π, e) and (K3π, µ) we de�ne B(D0) =

RK3π/KπB(D0 → K−π+), with RK3π/Kπ a �fth free parameter of the �t.Finally, τB+ is the B+ lifetime [18℄.
Γi is the width obtained by integrating Eq. 3.27 in the kinemati variableorresponding to the bin i from the lower to the upper bin boundary, while theother kinemati variables are integrated over their full range. This integrationis numerial in the ase of w and analyti for the other variables.The expeted number of events N exp

i is related to N th
i as follows

N exp
i =

40∑

j=1

(
RijǫjN

th
j

)
+ Nbkgrd

i . (6.2)Here, the e�ieny ǫj is the probability that an event generated in the bin jis reonstruted and passes all analysis uts, and Rij is the detetor responsematrix, whih gives the probability that an event generated in the bin j isobserved in the bin i. Both quantities are alulated using MC simulation.
Nbkgrd

i is the number of expeted bakground events, estimated as desribedin Set. 5.4.



82 Chapter 6. Fit proedures6.1.2 Calulation of the ovariane matrixNext, we alulate the varianes σ2
i of N exp

i , whih represent the diagonalelements of the ovariane matrix C. We onsider the following ontributions:the unertainty in N th
i (poissonian); �utuations related to N repetitions ofthe yes/no experiment with known suess probability ǫi (binomial); a similarontribution to the variane related to Rij (multinomial); and the unertaintyin the bakground ontribution Nbkgrd

i . This yields the following expressionfor σ2
i = Cii,
σ2

i =
40∑

j=1

[

R2
ijǫ

2
jN

th
j + R2

ij

ǫj(1 − ǫj)

Ndata

(N th
j )2 +

Rij(1 − Rij)

N ′
data

ǫ2
j (N

th
j )2+

+R2
ij

ǫj(1 − ǫj)

NMC
(N th

j )2 +
Rij(1 − Rij)

N ′
MC

ǫ2
j (N

th
j )2

]

+

+ σ2(Nbkgrd
i ) . (6.3)The �rst term is the poissonian unertainty in N th

i . The seond and thirdterms are the binomial and multinomial unertainties, respetively, relatedto the �nite real data size, where Ndata (N ′
data) is the total number of deays(the number of reonstruted deays) into the �nal state under onsideration(Kπ or K3π, e or µ) in the real data. The quantities ǫi and Rij are alulatedfrom MC samples (NMC and N ′

MC); the unertainties orresponding to the�nite site of the sample are estimated by the fourth and �fth terms. Finally,the last term is the bakground ontribution σ2(Nbkgrd
i ), alulated as thesum of the di�erent bakground omponent varianes. For eah bakgroundomponent de�ned in Set. 5.4 we estimate its ontribution by linear errorpropagation of the sale fator and the error determined by the proeduredesribed above.In eah sub-sample we alulate the o�-diagonal elements of the ovarianematrix Cij as

Cij = Npij − Npipj , ∀i 6= j (6.4)where pij is the relative abundane of the bin (i, j) in the two-dimensionalhistogram obtained by plotting the kinemati variables against eah other,
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pi, pj are the relative numbers of entries in the 1-dimensional distribution,and N is the size of the sample. Covarianes are alulated for the signal andthe di�erent bakground omponents, and added with appropriate normal-izations. The derivation of this ansatz an be found in Chapter A.6.1.3 χ2 ansatzThe ovariane matrix is alulated individually for eah hannel, labellingthe four sub-samples (Kπ or K3π, e or µ) with the index k, and invertednumerially within ROOT [66℄. The sub-sample χ2 funtions are alulated,

χ2
k =

∑

i,j

(Nobs
i,k − N exp

i,k )C−1
ij,k(N

obs
j,k − N exp

j,k ) , (6.5)where Nobs
i is the number of events observed in bin i in the data. We sum thefour funtions k ∈ {Kπ, e; Kπ, µ; K3π, e; K3π, µ} and minimize the global

χ2 numerially using MINUIT [68℄.Due to the o�-diagonal elements in the ovariane matrix C, this double sumwill in general not redue to the single sum of a simple χ2 ansatz. This is onlythe ase when onsidering statistially independent variables, where Eq. 6.5beomes the sum of a total of four primitive χ2 funtions. The proedure isthen idential to exeuting four separate χ2 �ts to eah of the one-dimensionaldistributions.As stated above, the reonstruted events are divided into the four reon-struted hannels and into 10 bins in eah of the four distributions. If weonsider only one single sub-hannel we determine 4 free parameters. If we�t the total sample, we have again 40 bins per hannel and try to determine atotal of 5 free parameters. Therefore, we expet the values alulated aord-ing to Eq. 6.5 to be distributed aording to a χ2 distribution with 36 (155)degrees of freedom if we �t one of the sub-samples (the total sample). Thisalso implies that, if the model assumptions are aurate, and we would beable to reprodue the experiment an in�nite number of times, the χ2 prob-abilities should be distributed aording to a uniform distribution. Sine weare only able to investigate a limited number of samples, this test annot be



84 Chapter 6. Fit proeduresrealized. Instead we an test that none of the samples show an inprobablyhigh χ2 value (orresponding, e.g. to a χ2 probability below 10−4), whihmight imply an inaurate de�nition of the entral values or errors used inEq. 6.5.6.2 Diret test of the parametrizationThe �t approah disussed in the previous setion relies on the form fatorparameterization by Caprini et al. [5℄ and it is worthwhile to hek thisassumption. We therefore extrat the form fator shape through a �t to the
w vs. cos θV distribution of B+ events. For the former quantity, we onsidersix bins in the range from 1 to 1.5. For the latter, we have also six binsbetween −1 and 1. The ontribution from events with w > 1.5 is �xed to thevery small values predited by the results of the parametrized �t.6.2.1 Fit parametersFrom Eq. 3.27 we an obtain the double di�erential deay width
d2Γ/dw d cos θV by integration over cos θℓ and χ.If we de�ne

FΓ =
3 G2

F (mB − mD∗)2 m3
D∗

45π4
(6.6)and

γ±±(w) = c(w)|Vcb|2
1 − 2wr − r2

(1 − r)2

{

1 ∓
√

w − 1

w + 1
R1(w)

}2

, (6.7)
γ00(w) = c(w)|Vcb|2

{

1 +
w − 1

1 − r
(1 − R2(w))

}2

, (6.8)where c(w) =
√

w2 − 1(w+1)2h2
A1

(w), the double di�erential width beomes
d2Γ(B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ)

dw d cos θV
=

16π

3
FΓ

(
sin2 θV

(
γ++ + γ−−)+ 2 cos2 θV γ00

)
.(6.9)



85 Chapter 6. Fit proeduresThe quantities γkk orrespond to the w-dependene of the di�erent heliityombinations, times kinemati fators. The one-dimensional distribution, asgiven in Eq. 3.30, depends only on the sum of these three ombinations,
dΓ(B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ)

dw
=

64π

9
FΓ

(
γ++ + γ−− + γ00

)
. (6.10)The bin ontents of the two-dimensional histogram in w vs. cos θV an beobtained by integration of Eq. 6.9 over the orresponding bin area and on-sidering the reonstrution e�ienies and detetor response as desribed inEq. 6.2. Eah bin ontent an be given as the linear ombination of two lin-early independent parts, proportional to Γ00 and Γ++ +Γ−−. The integrationof the angular distributions is exeuted analytially, as desribed above, theintegration with respet to w de�nes a set of free parameters,

Γkk
i =

wi+1∫

wi

dw γkk, (6.11)where wj = {w1, w2, . . . , w7} = {1, 13/12, . . . , 1.5} are the bin boundaries ofthe 6 bins in w. Additionally we de�ne γT = γ++ + γ−−, ΓT
i = Γ++

i + Γ−−
i ,

γL = γ00 and ΓL = Γ00.We de�ne the χ2 funtion χ̃2
w,θV

=
∑6

i=1

∑6
j=1

Nobs
ij −Nexp

σNexp
, whih depends onlyon the parameters ΓT

i and ΓL
i . Here Nobs gives the number of events observedin on-resonane data, N exp the number of expeted events, as de�ned inEq. 6.2, and σNexp the unertainty in the expeted number of events, asgiven in Eq. 6.3. This expression is minimized numerially using MINUIT todetermine the partial integrals.Investigation of dediated sets of toy Monte Carlo showed the reliability ofthe proedure desribed above. The results show no indiation of a signi�antbias in either the mean or the errors.



Chapter 7
Results and investigation ofsystemati unertainties

There is no wealth like knowledge, no poverty like igno-rane. Ali ibn Ali-TalibThe numerial �t desribed in the previous hapter allows to determine boththe entral value and the statistial unertainty for eah �t parameter. How-ever, in order to arrive at a presentable result, both the stability of theused method and the dependeny of the result on external parameters (like,e.g. the B mean lifetime) have to be investigated. From this a systematiunertainty an be obtained for eah parameter. The determination of thesystemati error is similar in both analyses, however not entirely idential.7.1 B0 analysisAs an be seen in Tab. 5.1, after applying all seletion requirements andsubtrating bakgrounds, 69, 345± 377 signal events are found in the reon-struted B0 data. Table 7.1 shows the results of the �t to eah sub-hannel86



87 Chapter 7. Resultsas well as to the total sample.The χ2 values obtained in these �ts show good agreement with the statistialexpetation. In the two K3π hannels, the error of the bakground omponentontaining misidenti�ed D∗ mesons is very large, as an be seen in Tab. 5.1.Compared to the proedure desribed in setion 5.4.2, the older methodde�ned in setion 5.4.1 is less powerful in disriminating this bakgroundfrom the other omponents. This results in an overestimation of the errorand thus a smaller value of χ2 in these to �ts.To estimate the systemati unertainties in the results quoted above, weonsider ontributions from the following soures: unertainties in the bak-ground omponent normalizations, unertainty in the MC traking e�ieny,errors in B(D∗+ → D0π+) and B(D0 → K−π+) [69℄, and unertainties in the
B0 lifetime [69℄ and the total number of B0 mesons in the data sample.To estimate the unertainty related to a given bakground omponent, wevary the normalization by ±1 standard deviation of the �t desribed inSet. 5.4. The unertainty in the D∗∗ℓν omponent is in�ated by a fatorof two to make the amount of D∗∗ℓν in eah sub-sample onsistent. The er-ror in the ontinuum normalization is taken to be 1.5% as explained earlier.For the traking unertainty, we alulate the trak �nding error onsid-ering only the D0 deay into K−π+, as the branhing fration for D0 →
K−π+π−π+ is �tted from data and therefore a possible mismodeling of thetraking e�ieny for this mode would be absorbed in RK3π/Kπ. We thushave four harged traks. Assuming 1% unertainty for eah trak, exeptfor the slow pion from D∗+ for whih we use 2%, and adding these uner-tainties linearly. This is the most onservative ansatz and re�ets that thissystemati error aims to hedge against a possible imperfetion in the simula-tion of the detetor. If suh an e�et would exist, it would impat all hargedtraks in a similar fashion, therefore the unertainties related to eah singletraks annot be independent.The breakdown of the systemati error quoted in Table 7.1 is given in Ta-ble 7.3.
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Figure 7.1: Result of the �t of the four kinemati variables in the total sampleof B0 → D∗−ℓ+ν events. (The di�erent sub-samples are added in this plot.)The points with error bars are ontinuum subtrated on-resonane data. Thehistograms are the signal and the di�erent bakground omponents. Theolor sheme is explained below.
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Figure 7.2: Same as Fig. 7.1 for the B0 analysis, Kπ, e sub-sample.

Figure 7.3: Same as Fig. 7.1 for the B0 analysis, Kπ, µ sub-sample.
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Figure 7.4: Same as Fig. 7.1 for the B0 analysis, K3π, e sub-sample.

Figure 7.5: Same as Fig. 7.1 for the B0 analysis, K3π, µ sub-sample.
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sample D0 → Kπ.ℓ = e D0 → Kπ. ℓ = µ D0 → K3π. ℓ = e
ρ2 1.329 ± 0.072 ± 0.017 1.221 ± 0.075 ± 0.046 1.238 ± 0.233 ± 0.053
R1(1) 1.455 ± 0.077 ± 0.046 1.608 ± 0.087 ± 0.099 1.085 ± 0.125 ± 0.044
R2(1) 0.782 ± 0.055 ± 0.014 0.853 ± 0.055 ± 0.027 0.980 ± 0.087 ± 0.027
RK3π/Kπ 2.153 (�xed) 2.153 (�xed) 2.153 (�xed)
B(B0 → D∗−ℓ+νℓ) (%) 4.43 ± 0.03 ± 0.25 4.41 ± 0.03 ± 0.26 4.42 ± 0.04 ± 0.25
F(1)|Vcb| (10−3) 34.3 ± 0.4 ± 1.1 33.5 ± 0.4 ± 1.0 35.6 ± 0.8 ± 1.3
χ2/n.d.f. 29.2/36 37.4/36 19.2/36
P (χ2) 78.2% 40.4% 99.0%sample D0 → K3π. ℓ = µ Fit to total sample
ρ2 1.436 ± 0.121 ± 0.062 1.293 ± 0.045 ± 0.029
R1(1) 1.643 ± 0.163 ± 0.112 1.495 ± 0.050 ± 0.062
R2(1) 0.842 ± 0.105 ± 0.038 0.844 ± 0.034 ± 0.019
RK3π/Kπ 2.153 (�xed) 2.153 ± 0.011
B(B0 → D∗−ℓ+νℓ) (%) 4.47 ± 0.04 ± 0.26 4.42 ± 0.03 ± 0.25
F(1)|Vcb| (10−3) 35.6 ± 0.7 ± 1.3 34.4 ± 0.2 ± 1.0
χ2/n.d.f. 17.9/36 138.8/155

P (χ2) 99.5% 82.0%Table 7.1: The results of the �ts to the sub-samples and the �t result on the total sample of B0 → D∗−ℓ+ν events. The�rst error is statistial, the seond is the estimated systemati unertainty. The breakdown of the systemati unertaintyis given in Table 7.3. All numbers are preliminary.
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F(1)|Vcb| ρ2 R1(1) R2(1)
F(1)|Vcb| 1.000 0.635 −0.285 −0.220
ρ2 1.000 0.388 −0.870
R1(1) 1.000 −0.511
R2(1) 1.000Table 7.2: The statisal orrelation oe�ients of F1|Vcb| and the three form fator parameters in the �t to the full sampleof B0 → D∗−ℓ+ν events.
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ρ2 R1(1) R2(1) B(D∗ℓνℓ) F(1)|Vcb|Reonstrution and traking − − − -0.221 -0.86LeptonID +0.011 +0.022 -0.011 -0.38 -0.097Norm - Signal Corr. -0.003 -0.003 +0.007 +0.028 +0.14Norm - D∗∗ -0.015 -0.038 +0.011 -0.051 -0.25Norm - Unorr +0.009 +0.028 -0.002 -0.003 -0.04Norm - Fake ℓ +0.020 +0.037 -0.009 -0.002 -0.04Norm - Fake D∗ -0.012 -0.011 +0.009 -0.034 -0.33Norm - Continuum +0.003 +0.008 +0.000 -0.001 0.00
B(D0 → K−π+) [18℄ − − − -0.081 -0.31
B(D∗+ → D0π+) [69℄ − − − -0.033 -0.13
B0 life time [69℄ − − − -0.026 -0.10
N(Υ(4S)) − − − -0.036 -0.14
f+−/f00̄ [69℄ -0.003 -0.011 +0.005 +0.001 +0.04total 0.029 0.062 0.019 0.251 1.04Table 7.3: The breakdown of the systemati unertainty in the result of the �t to the full sample of B0 → D∗−ℓ+ν events.The �+� (�-�) sign indiates that the �t parameter tends to higher (lower) values if the orresponding systemati parameter(e.g. the B life time) is inreased. This information is important when averaging the results of di�erent analyses.



94 Chapter 7. Results7.2 B+ analysisAs an be seen in Tab. 5.2, after applying all seletion requirements andsubtrating bakgrounds, 27, 106± 367 signal events are found in the reon-struted B+ data. Table 7.4 shows the results of the �t to eah sub-hannelas well as to the total sample.Again, the χ2 values of the �ts shown no indiation of any problem in thestatistial ansatz.To estimate the systemati unertainties in the results quoted above, weonsider ontributions from the following soures: unertainties in the bak-ground omponent normalizations and shapes, unertainty in the MC trak-ing e�ieny, PDG errors in B(D∗0 → D0π0) and B(D0 → K−π+) [18℄, andunertainties in the B+ lifetime [18℄ and the total number of B+ mesons inthe data sample.
B(D∗0 → D0π0), B(D0 → K−π+), N(Υ(4S)) and the B+ lifetime give anunertainty on the normalization, but not on the form fators. They are on-sidered analytially, all other unertainties are investigated numerially. Toalulate these systemati unertainties, we onsider 300 pseudo-experimentsin whih one of 13 quantities (orresponding to the above-mentioned ontri-butions) are randomly varied, taking into aount possible orrelations be-tween these quantities. The entire analysis hain is repeated for every pseudo-experiment and new values for the �t parameters are obtained. One standarddeviation of the pseudo-experiment �t results for a given parameter is usedas the systemati unertainty in this �t parameter. This toy MC approahalso allows to derive the systemati orrelation oe�ients in Table 7.5 in astraightforward way.In the following, we desribe the parameters varied in the pseudoexperiments:

• The traking e�ienies in �ve bins of slow pion momentum are var-ied within their respetive unertainties. These unertainties are de-termined from real data by studying the deay B+ → D̄∗0π+ in thesame 140 fb−1 sample as used for the main analysis. The traking un-



95 Chapter 7. Resultsertainties in di�erent momentum bins are onsidered fully orrelated.Therefore, traking orresponds only to a single parameter in the toyMC,
• The lepton identi�ation unertainties are varied within their respetiveunertainties [64, 65℄,
• The normalizations of the 7 bakground omponents are varied withinthe unertainties determined by the bakground �t in Set. 5.4. ForContinuum, the on- to o�-resonane luminosity ratio is varied by itsunertainty of 1.5 %. Correlations between di�erent bakground om-ponent normalizations are taken into aount,
• Additionally, we vary the shape in w of the unorrelated, ombinatori

D∗0 and fake D0 omponents. We �t eah of these distributions by aLorentz distribution and vary eah of the parameters within the errorsobtained in the �t,
• The number of B+B− events is obtained as N(Υ(4S)) × B(Υ(4S) →

B+B−). We vary the fration
f+−/f00 = B(Υ(4S) → B+B−)/B(Υ(4S) → B0B̄0)within the error reported by the Partile Data group [18℄. This hangesboth the number of B+B− events and the bakground.The breakdown of the systemati error quoted in Table 7.4 is given in Ta-ble 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Result of the �t of the four kinemati variables in the total sampleof B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+ν events. (The di�erent sub-samples are added in this plot.)The points with error bars are ontinuum subtrated on-resonane data. Thehistograms are the signal and the di�erent bakground omponents. Theolor sheme is explained below.
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Figure 7.7: Same as Fig. 7.6 for the B+ analysis, Kπ, e sub-sample.

Figure 7.8: Same as Fig. 7.6 for the B+ analysis, Kπ, µ sub-sample.
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Figure 7.9: Same as Fig. 7.6 for the B+ analysis, K3π, e sub-sample.

Figure 7.10: Same as Fig. 7.6 for the B+ analysis, K3π, µ sub-sample.
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D0 → Kπ.ℓ = e D0 → Kπ. ℓ = µ D0 → K3π. ℓ = e
ρ2 1.199 ± 0.125 ± 0.048 1.370 ± 0.129 ± 0.057 1.723 ± 0.162 ± 0.061
R1(1) 1.507 ± 0.135 ± 0.090 1.568 ± 0.158 ± 0.088 1.840 ± 0.271 ± 0.109
R2(1) 0.868 ± 0.093 ± 0.034 0.839 ± 0.110 ± 0.031 0.585 ± 0.198 ± 0.047
RK3π/Kπ 2.072 2.072 2.072
B(B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ) 4.91 ± 0.05 ± 0.57 4.77 ± 0.05 ± 0.56 4.83 ± 0.07 ± 0.56
F(1)|Vcb| × 103 34.3 ± 0.6 ± 2.2 35.0 ± 0.6 ± 2.3 36.5 ± 1.0 ± 2.3
χ2/ndf. 48.3 / 36 40.6 / 36 39.6 / 36
Pχ2 8.3 % 27.5 % 31.3 %

D0 → K3π. ℓ = µ Fit to total sample
ρ2 1.434 ± 0.209 ± 0.086 1.376 ± 0.074 ± 0.056
R1(1) 1.813 ± 0.273 ± 0.106 1.620 ± 0.091 ± 0.092
R2(1) 0.764 ± 0.191 ± 0.051 0.805 ± 0.064 ± 0.036
RK3π/Kπ 2.072 2.072 ± 0.023
B(B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ) 4.83 ± 0.07 ± 0.57 4.84 ± 0.04 ± 0.56
F(1)|Vcb| × 103 34.8 ± 1.0 ± 2.3 35.0 ± 0.4 ± 2.2

χ2/ndf. 44.2 / 36 187.8 / 155

Pχ2 16.3 % 3.7 %Table 7.4: The results of the �ts to the sub-samples and the �t result on the total sample of B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+ν events. The�rst error is statistial, the seond is the estimated systemati unertainty. The breakdown of the systemati unertaintyis given in Table 7.6. All numbers are preliminary.
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F(1)|Vcb| ρ2 R1(1) R2(1)
F(1)|Vcb| 1.000 0.455/0.399/0.295 -0.222 /-0.219/-0.179 -0.054/-0.024/-0.019
ρ2 1.000 0.648/ 0.413/ 0.540 -0.889/-0.751/-0.841
R1(1) 1.000 -0.749/-0.873/-0.763
R2(1) 1.000Table 7.5: The statistial/systemati/total orrelation oe�ients of F1|Vcb| and the three form fatore parameters in the�t to the full sample of B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+ν events.
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ρ2 R1(1) R2(1) F(1)|Vcb| × 103 B(B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ)Value 1.376 1.620 0.805 34.98 4.841Statistial Error 0.074 0.091 0.064 0.37 0.044Traking -0.027 +0.025 +0.012 -1.97 -0.491LeptonID +0.012 +0.024 -0.011 -0.39 -0.096Norm - Signal Corr. -0.007 +0.002 +0.007 +0.13 +0.038Norm - D∗∗ +0.005 -0.023 +0.002 -0.04 -0.041Norm - Unorr +0.014 +0.074 -0.025 -0.28 -0.023Norm - Fake ℓ +0.017 +0.028 -0.010 -0.05 -0.024Norm - Comb D∗0 +0.008 +0.014 -0.008 -0.11 -0.028Norm - Fake D0 -0.009 -0.014 +0.007 +0.06 +0.020Norm - Continuum +0.004 +0.005 -0.001 0.00 -0.003Shape - Unorr +0.014 +0.003 -0.005 +0.10Shape - Comb D∗0 +0.027 -0.005 -0.008 +0.21Shape - Fake D0 +0.024 +0.003 +0.008 +0.17
B(D0 → Kπ) -0.32 -0.089
B(D∗0 → D0π0) -0.82 -0.227
B+ lifetime -0.12 -0.033

N(Υ(4S)) -0.14 -0.040

f+−/f00 +0.003 +0.006 -0.003 -0.15 -0.043Table 7.6: The breakdown of the systemati unertainty in the result of the �t to the full sample of B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+ν events.The �+� (�-�) sign indiates that the �t parameter tends to higher (lower) values if the orresponding systemati parameter(e.g. the B life time) is inreased. This information is important when averaging the results of di�erent analyses.



Chapter 8
Conlusions

Do not believe in anything simply beause you have heardit. Do not believe in anything simply beause it is spo-ken and rumored by many. Do not believe in anythingmerely on the authority of your teahers and elders. Butafter observation and analysis, when you �nd that any-thing agrees with reason and is onduive to the goodand bene�t of one and all, then aept it and live up toit. Siddhartha GautamaThe Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix desribes the weak inter-ation between quarks within the standard model. This thesis presents highpreision measurements of the CKM matrix element |Vcb|, whih gives thestrength of the oupling between the harm and the bottom quark, based onexperimental data reorded by the Belle experiment in Tsukuba, Japan. Thedata sample onsists of about 140 fb−1 reorded on the Υ(4S) resonane,orresponding to roughly 152×106 pairs of B and B̄ mesons.The exlusive deay hannels B0 → D∗−ℓν and B+ → D̄∗0ℓν are investigatedin two separate analyses using similar tehniques, whih allows to ross hek102



103 Chapter 8. Conlusionsthe results obtained from two statistially independent samples with eahother. In order to determine the spatial momentum of the deaying B meson,a novel reonstrution tehnique is used, whih utilizes the reonstrution ofthe D∗ meson and the light lepton ℓ as well as information obtained byinvestigating the entire event reorded by the detetor.In order to be able to separate the e�ets due to quantum hromodynam-is (QCD) from those due to the weak interation, both of whih play animportant role within the B0 and the B+ meson, an e�etive �eld theory isused, the so-alled �Heavy Quark E�etive Theory� (HQET). Additionally,a parametrization sheme based on dispersion relations is utilized. In thisapproah, a set of three form fator parameters, labeled ρ2, R1(1) and R2(1),desribe the distribution of the deays in phase spae. |Vcb| times a formfator normalization F(1), whih is obtained from lattie QCD alulations,de�nes the overall normalization of the distribution, and thus the numberof deays whih an be reonstruted. All free parameters are determinedsimultaneously from a numerial �t to the distributions in four kinemativariables.The preliminary results of the analysis of B0 deays, based on about 69,000reonstruted B0 → D∗−ℓ+νℓ deays, are ρ2 = 1.293±0.045±0.029, R1(1) =

1.495± 0.050± 0.062, R2(1) = 0.844± 0.034± 0.019 and F(1)|Vcb| = 34.4±
0.2 ± 1.0. The analysis of B+ deays, based on about 27,000 reonstruted
B+ → D̄∗0ℓ+νℓ events, yields ρ2 = 1.376 ± 0.074 ± 0.056, R1(1) = 1.620 ±
0.091±0.092, R2(1) = 0.805±0.064±0.036 and F(1)|Vcb| = 35.0±0.4±2.2.The �rst of the errors stated above shows the statistial unertainty, theseond error gives the systemati one.The results presented here have not yet been fully inorporated into the worldaverage for |Vcb|, whih is being alulated by the �Heavy Flavor AveragingGroup� (HFAG, [10℄). However, preliminary updates to the world average, aspresented in Fig. 8.1, show that the disrepanies between the various mea-surements, whih are urrently available, annot be solved by the preliminaryresults shown above. Even more detailed investigations are urrently beingprepared using the entire data sample of Υ(4S) events olleted by the Belleexperiment, orresponding to about 710 fb−1.
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of all available results of exlusive measurements ofthe form fator parameter ρ2 and F(1)|Vcb|, reated by the Heavy Flavor Av-eraging Group (HFAG, [10℄). The ellipses indiate the 1σ unertainty regionsin the parameters and the orrelation between them (in the tilt of the ellipseompared to the oordinate axes). The status shown here orresponds to thepreliminary update published by HFAG in summer 2008. The preliminaryBelle result based on the analysis of the deays of B0 mesons, whih hasbeen disussed in this work ([1℄), is inluded and indiated as the dark blueretangle (entral value) and ellipse (region of unertainty).



Appendix A
Supplement - Fit proedure

... the world formula allows to derive the entirety ofphysis from it. All that is missing are some tehnialdetails. Werner Heisenberg (1958).This empty square shall show the world that I am able todraw like Tizian. All that is missing are some tehnialdetails. Wolfgang Pauli, in reply to above laim.
A.1 Correlation between �t distributionsAs mentioned in Setion 6.1, the ovariane matrix used in the �t to deter-mine the value of Vcb and form fators is not diagonal. Rather, the fat thatwe simultaneously �t four one-dimensional marginal distributions introduesorrelations between the histograms of the kinemati variables. The ansatzto estimate these orrelations an be derived as follows [70℄.105



106 Appendix A. Supplement - Fit proedureLet us divide the distrubutions in w, cos θℓ, cos θV and χ into n bins eahand let Ni be the ontent of the bin i. Furthermore, let us build a two-dimensional histogram by plotting the kinemati variables against eah other.The ontents of these 6 histograms (w vs. cos θℓ, w vs. cos θV , w vs. χ, cos θℓvs. cos θV , cos θℓ vs. χ, cos θV vs. χ), ontaining n×n bins eah1, are labeledwith Nij. Naturally, the one-dimensional distributions an be obtained byintegrating the two-dimensional distribution. Similarly, the bin ontent ofthe one-dimensional histogram an be written as the sum of the bin ontentsof the two-dimensional histogram,
Ni =

∑

j

Nij , Nj =
∑

i

Nij. (A.1)Let us now onsider the expetation value of the produt of the bin on-tents of two di�erent bins of the one-dimensional histogram, E(NiNj). Theexpetation value is a linear funtion, therefore we an write this expressionas
E(NiNj) = E

(
∑

n

Nin

∑

m

Nmj

)

=
∑

m

∑

n

E(NinNmj). (A.2)For the two-dimensional histogram, the expetation value E(NinNmj) an beeasily alulated. Depending on whether or not the bin (i, n) is idential to
(m, j) or not, we �nd aording to the multinomial distribution

E(NinNmj) =

{

Npin, ∀(i, n) = (m, j)

Npin Npmj − Npinpmj , else
, (A.3)where N is the total number of events and pxy is the relative abundane ofthe bin (x, y) in the two-dimensional histogram. Similarly px shall be therelative abundane of the bin (x) in the one-dimensional distribution.By de�nition, the relations

∑

m

pmj = pj,
∑

n

pin = pi, (A.4)1All the formulae in this setion are equally valid for ases, where the number of binsis not idential in eah of the kinemati variables.



107 Appendix A. Supplement - Fit proedurehave to hold. Separating the double sum in Eq. A.2 in order to ope with thease di�erentiaion in Eq. A.3, we an therefore derive
E(NiNj) =

∑

m

∑

n

E(NinNmj) =

= E(NijNij) +
∑

m6=i

(Npij Npmj − Npijpmj) +

+
∑

m

∑

n 6=j

(Npin Npmj − Npinpmj) =

= Npij + Npij N

(
∑

m6=i

pmj

)

− Npij

(
∑

m6=i

pmj

)

+

+ N

(
∑

n 6=j

pin

)

Npj − N

(
∑

n 6=j

pin

)

pj =

= Npij + Npij N (pj − pij) − Npij (pj − pij) +

+ N (pi − pij) Npj − N (pi − pij) pj =

= Npij + Npij Npj − Npij Npij − Npijpj + Npijpij +

+ Npi Npj − Npij Npj − Npipj + Npijpj =

= Npi Npj + Npij − Npipj , (A.5)whih an �nally be written as
E(NiNj) = E(Ni)E(Nj) + Npij − Npipj . (A.6)On the other hand, from the de�nition of the ovariane we �nd

E(NiNj) = cov(NiNj) + E(Ni)E(Nj) (A.7)whih leads to
Cij = cov(NiNj) = Npij − Npipj , (A.8)as stated in Eq. 6.4.There are three speial ases of ovarianes one an onsider. In ase of sta-tistially independent variables, the relation pij = pipj has to hold, thereforeall diagonal elements vanish. The ovariane matrix beomes diagonal and



108 Appendix A. Supplement - Fit proedurethe �ts to the individual kinemati variables deouple ompletely, as theyshould.In ase of perfet anti-orrelation between two bins, the bin of the two dimen-sional distribution orresponding to the pair has to be empty. The ovarianeas given by Eq. 6.4 beomes negative. In ase of positive orrelation the op-posite holds and the ovariane matrix element will be positive.A.2 Proof of priniple using toy Monte CarloIn order to test the statistial viability of the approah desribed above,we reated 900 sets of histograms aording to the theoretial distributionsin Eq. 3.27 and applied the �t proedure to eah of them. The parameterswhih have been used to generate the histograms are naturally known and itis therefore possible to ompare the estimated parameters as determined bythe �t to the true values. One variable of partiular interest is the so-alledstandartized residual r, whih is de�ned for any variable v by,
rv =

vestimated − vtrue

σestimated
v

, (A.9)where vestimated (vtrue) is the �tted (true) value of the variable and σestimated
vis the standard deviation obtained from the �t proedure. If the ansatz ofthe statistial estimate is sound, the distribution of the standartized resid-uals will be normal distributed, sine there is no bias in the entral valueand the estimated unertainty equals the atual spread of the results due tostatistial �utuations. As an be seen in Fig A.2, A.3 and A.4, this is thease for eah of the parameters ρ2, R1 and R2. For Vcb, shown in Fig. A.1,there is no perfet, but still aeptable agreement between the distributionof standartized residuals and a normal distribution.The number of events as estimated by the �t deviates from the atual gen-erated number by a fator of about 3 × 10−5 and is therefore in exellentagreement.These results show that the method is stable and works as intended.
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Figure A.1: The histogram of residuals of the �t parameter orresponding to
F1|Vcb|. The green line indiates where perfet agreement with the originalinputs an be obtained, the red dotted line gives the median of the 900investigated �ts. Ideally the distribution, �tted here with a gaussian funtion,should be distributed like a normal distribution (entral value of 0 and widthequal 1).
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Figure A.2: Same as Fig. A.1 for the parameter ρ2.

Figure A.3: Same as Fig. A.1 for the parameter R1(1).
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Figure A.4: Same as Fig. A.1 for the parameter R2(1).A.3 Monte Carlo samples reated with theEVTGEN programAs mentioned above, the EVTGEN program [59℄ is used by the Belle ollab-oration to generate simulated events, whih an be used e.g. to study bak-grounds in analyses of Belle data. Semileptoni deays like B → D∗ℓν aregenerated by the parametrization desribed in Setion 3.6. However, whenomparing the generated distributions in w to the theoretial predition,small disrepanies appear.Tab. A.1 and A.2 show the ratio between the entral value expeted dueto the theoretial predition and the the generated distribution ontaining
4 × 107 events. The ratio is shown in 10 bins of the variable w. Due to thelarge number of generated events, the statistial error is negligible. As anbe seen, the deviation is minimal over the largest part of the w distributionand beomes signi�ant only in the region of large values of w, where only asmall portion of the events resides sine the available phase spae vanishes.
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N exp/NMC Phasespae in this region

w ∈ (1.00.1.05) 0.996 0.061
w ∈ (1.05, 1.10) 0.995 0.101
w ∈ (1.10.1.15) 0.995 0.116
w ∈ (1.15, 1.20) 0.996 0.121
w ∈ (1.20.1.25) 0.996 0.120
w ∈ (1.25, 1.30) 0.996 0.114
w ∈ (1.30.1.35) 0.997 0.106
w ∈ (1.35, 1.40) 0.999 0.097
w ∈ (1.40.1.45) 1.002 0.085
w ∈ (1.45, 1.50) 1.022 0.074

w > 1.50 1.387 0.005Table A.1: Ratio between the theoretial predition and the Monte Carlosimulated distributions for B0. Additionally, the fration of events in theorresponding region of phase spae is shown.These disrepanies are not due to some problem in oding the formulae givenin Setion 3.6. Rather, when omparing the underlying distributions, we �nda math within the numerial auray, whih an be seen in Fig. A.5.In any ase this deviation does not impat the alulation of |Vcb| from realdata. The �t as desribed in Chapter 6 does not depend on signal events sim-ulated by Monte Carlo, but rather diretly utilizes the theoretial preditionsspei�ed in Chapter 3.A.4 Fit of simulated events after full detetorsimulationAs a �nal test of the �t proedure, we investigated simulated events, whihhave passed a full detetor simulation based on GEANT [60℄. These sam-ples, orresponding in size to the sample reonstruted in real data, allowto test the �t proedure in a realisti setup. Due to the large omputer re-soure onsumption of the full detetor simulation, only three samples wereavailable. Therefore, no full statistial analysis similar to the one shown in
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N exp/NMC Phasespae in this region

w ∈ (1.00.1.05) 0.993 0.061
w ∈ (1.05, 1.10) 0.999 0.101
w ∈ (1.10.1.15) 0.994 0.115
w ∈ (1.15, 1.20) 1.000 0.121
w ∈ (1.20.1.25) 0.997 0.119
w ∈ (1.25, 1.30) 0.999 0.114
w ∈ (1.30.1.35) 0.996 0.106
w ∈ (1.35, 1.40) 1.000 0.097
w ∈ (1.40.1.45) 1.001 0.086
w ∈ (1.45, 1.50) 1.011 0.074

w > 1.50 1.223 0.007Table A.2: Same as Tab. A.1 for generated B+ events.

Figure A.5: Comparison between the w distribution as used by the EVTGENMonte Carlo event generator (red solid line) and the ode used in the �ttingproedure desribed above (blue dashed line). The two distributions agreewithin the numerial auray.



114 Appendix A. Supplement - Fit proedurestream 0 stream 1 stream 2 MC truth
ρ2 1.437 ± 0.030 1.426 ± 0.030 1.471 ± 0.030 1.44
R1(1) 1.146 ± 0.032 1.148 ± 0.031 1.180 ± 0.031 1.18
R2(1) 0.700 ± 0.024 0.753 ± 0.024 0.699 ± 0.026 0.71
RK3π/Kπ 1.861 ± 0.005 1.854 ± 0.005 1.839 ± 0.005 ≈ 1.85
B(B+) 5.170 ± 0.032 5.175 ± 0.032 5.223 ± 0.032 5.20
χ2/n.d.f. 147.4 / 155 146.0 / 155 177.8 / 155
Pχ2 65.6 % 68.6 % 10.1 %Table A.3: Results of the tests of the �t proedure on Monte Carlo data afterfull detetor simulation for B0.stream 0 stream 1 stream 2 MC truth
ρ2 1.353 ± 0.049 1.468 ± 0.048 1.479 ± 0.048 1.44
R1(1) 1.105 ± 0.047 1.178 ± 0.052 1.189 ± 0.051 1.18
R2(1) 0.783 ± 0.039 0.701 ± 0.045 0.676 ± 0.045 0.71
RK3π/Kπ 1.799 ± 0.013 1.912 ± 0.014 1.873 ± 0.014 ≈1.855
B(B0) 5.765 ± 0.047 5.618 ± 0.046 5.662 ± 0.046 5.65
χ2/n.d.f. 199.1 / 155 173.6 / 155 150.0 / 155
Pχ2 1.0 % 14.6 % 59.9 %Table A.4: Results of the tests of the �t proedure on Monte Carlo data afterfull detetor simulation for B+.Setion A.2 is available, but a qualtiative investigation is possible. The resultsare shown in Tab. A.3 and A.4. Agreement between the results of the �tsand the Monte Carlo parameters is good, whih implies that the proedureworks dependably under realisti onditions.



Appendix B
Aronyms

�What does AFTEOA stand for?��Assoiation For The Elimination Of Aronyms.�QCD Quantum hromodynamisHQET Heavy Quark E�etive TheorySM Standard ModelHER high energy ringLER low energy ringSVD Silion Vertex DetetorCDC Central Drift ChamberACC Aerogel �erenkov Counter systemTOF Time-Of-Flight sintillation ountersECL Eletromagneti CalorimeterKLM KL and µ detetion systemEFC Extreme Forward Calorimeter 115
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